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Abbreviation

Description

Abbreviation

Description

AAWS

Average Annual Wind Speed

ESCO

Energy Services Company

AD

Anaerobic Digestion

GIS

Geographical Information Systems

AHL

Anchor Heat Load

GW

Gigawatt

BD

Biodegradable

GWh

Gigawatt hours

BIR

Building Integrated Renewable

IMD

Indices of Multiple Deprivation

CAA

Civil Aviation Authority

kW

Kilowatt

CADW

Welsh Government Historic Environment Service

kWh

Kilowatt hours

CCHP

Combined Cooling Heat and Power

LCBP

Low Carbon Building Programme

CESP

Community Energy Saving Programme

LDP

Local Development Plan

CHP

Combined Heat & Power

LLPG

Local Land and Property Gazetteer

C&I

Commercial & Industrial

LLSOA

Low Level Super Output Area

CO2

Carbon Dioxide

LPA

Local Planning Authority

DECC

Department for Energy and Climate Change

LPG

Liquefied Petroleum Gas

DEFRA

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

LSB

Local Service Board

DH

District Heating

LWPA

Local Waste Planning Authority

DHN

District Heating Network

LZC

Low and Zero Carbon

DHW

Domestic Hot Water

MoD

Ministry of Defence

EfW

Energy from Waste

MSW

Municipal Solid Waste

EOP

Energy Opportunity Plan

MW

Megawatt

MWe

Megawatt electrical

SSSI

Sites of Special Scientific Interest

MWh

Megawatt hours

TAN

Technical Advice Note

MWhe

Megawatt hours electrical

TM

Technical Memorandum

MWt

Megawatt thermal

TWh

Terawatt hour

MWht

Megawatt hours thermal

VFR

Visual Flight Rules

NNR

National Nature Reserves

NVZ

Nitrate Vulnerable Zone

NWSW

National Waste Strategy Wales

ODT

Oven Dried Tonnes

OS

Ordnance Survey

PCC

Powys County Council

PPW

Planning Policy Wales

PV

Photovoltaic

RE

Renewable Energy

REA

Renewable Energy Assessment

SAC

Special Areas of Conservation

SPA

Special Protection Areas

SSA

Strategic Search Area
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Executive Summary

The Welsh Government has resolved that all local planning
authorities will play the fullest part in reducing CO2 emissions.
Responsibility for delivery of a low carbon Powys rests with the
various departments within the County Council, with key roles
in planning, waste management, land-ownership and energy
procurement. Acknowledging this responsibility, a county-wide
Renewable Energy Assessment [excluding the Brecon
Beacons National Park] has been prepared to assess the
potential of the Powys County Council area to contribute to UK
renewable energy generation targets.
1

In addition Planning Policy Wales [PPW] provides support for
the setting of carbon emission reduction targets in excess of
national standards for strategic development sites, where
policies for such target setting have been included in LDPs and
are fully justified.

and other public sector bodies, and between public and private
sector. The greatest challenge to this cooperation may arise in
attempting to reduce the carbon emissions of existing building
stock, or larger scale renewable electricity generating
technologies.
The public sector, tasked with a leadership role, should be
proactive in identifying cost effective approaches to
contributing to meeting targets and facilitating the success of
others. Powys County Council, through this REA, is fulfilling
this role in identifying some of these potential opportunities
within its area.
Predicted energy consumption
The total predicted energy consumption for Powys in 2026 was
calculated as 606GWh of electricity, and 1,463GWh of heat.
This represents a reduction of total electrical consumption of
circa 2GWh, and a reduction of thermal consumption of circa
452GWh from the 2008 baseline.
Figure 1: Existing and predicted energy consumption
[GWh] for Powys

This report has been commissioned by Powys County Council
to inform the Powys Local Development Plan.
Renewable Energy Assessments [REA] vary between local
authorities dependent upon issues such as geography, land
availability and also the priorities given by councils and
communities to various policy objectives. This REA provides
the results of a robust exercise to establish potential for
renewable energy in Powys that would inform the selection of
policy objectives, many of which could also be addressed
through corporate action.
Whilst predominantly satisfying the need for providing part of
robust evidence base, the REA might just as easily and
effectively be utilised by public sector departments, possibly
through the activities of the Local Service Boards [LSBs], and
also relevant private sector organisations. Such activities might
include aligning capital programmes of corporate estate,
property, maintenance, energy and waste strategies with the
findings of the Renewable Energy Assessment.
The delivery of a ‘low carbon area’ is a significant challenge
that is being, or will soon have to be, faced by local authorities
and the communities that they serve. Delivery will involve
everyone but, significantly, professionals from a wide range of
disciplines.
Utilising this REA to its greatest effect will require greater or
lesser input from politicians, senior managers, finance experts,
consultants, planners, developers, project managers, energy
managers / technicians, engineers and waste management
officers to name but a few.
Delivering some of the potential identified in this REA is likely
to require considerable cooperation between local authorities
1

Planning Policy Wales [Edition 8, January 2016]

Existing renewable energy capacity
The total existing installed capacity of small-scale [micro
generation] renewable energy technologies in Powys in 2016
was calculated as 10.1MW of electrical power, and 68.8MW of
thermal power (excluding the above mentioned biomass CHP).
Photovoltaic systems accounted for circa 9.3 MW of electrical
power, with the vast majority of remaining attributed to micro
wind at 0.6 MW. Technology types for renewable heating are
unknown for non-domestic and domestic installations. However
the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) register identifies 462
non-domestic renewable heat installations with installed
capacity of 66.1MW. Also identified are 539 domestic
renewable heating installations but the installed capacities are
unknown: we have conservatively assumed 5kW per dwelling
giving a total additional figure of 2.7MW.
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The total existing renewable energy capacity in Powys for large
scale renewable technologies was calculated as 326.6MW of
electrical power, and 5.7 MW of thermal power. Wind
developments accounted for 312.7MW electrical power.
Biomass, including a planned 5.7MWt Biomass CHP system at
Potter’s Yard, Welshpool, accounted for all of the reported
thermal energy capacity.

Table 2: Existing small scale renewable energy capacity in
Powys
Technology

Electricity [MW]

Thermal [MW]

Biomass

0.2

N/A

Heat Pumps

-

N/A

Photovoltaic

9.3

N/A

The total existing renewable energy capacity in Powys [large
scale and small scale] was calculated as 336.7 MW of
electrical power, and 74.5 MW of thermal power.

Solar Thermal

-

N/A

Table 1: Existing large scale renewable energy capacity in
Powys

Wind Power

0.6

N/A

Technology

Electricity [MWe]

Thermal [MWt]

Total

10.1

68.8 (split
unknown)

Biomass

2.5

5.7

Hydropower

8.8

-

Landfill Gas

2.1

-

Wind Power

312.7

-

In the context of overall Welsh Government renewable energy
targets as set out in the Energy Policy Statement, Powys is
currently contributing approximately 16% of the 2015 to 2016
target of 2 GW of electrical energy associated with onshore
wind.

Other

0.5

-

Total

326.6

5.7

Potential renewable energy capacity
Potential building integrated renewable capacity
This study has found that there is the potential to exploit a
range of micro-generation technologies across the region. In
most cases the potential is not spatially determined but is
instead constrained by the size of the existing and future
building stock and any incentives available.
The breakdown of estimated potential uptake in installed
capacity and generated energy for Powys in 2026 is shown in
the table 2.

Table 3: Potential building integrated renewable energy
uptake in Powys in 2026

Technology

Electricity [MW]

Thermal [MW]

Existing buildings

0.9

14.5

Future new
buildings

6.4

15.0

Total

7.3

29.5

The maximum potential renewable electrical and thermal
installed capacity across Powys in 2026 was calculated as
circa 2,441 MWe and circa 247 MWt, as shown in table 4.
The total potential electrical capacity is dominated by solar PV
farms and wind energy, with potential contributions from
Biomass CHP, Anaerobic Digestion plants, hydro power sites,
and building integrated renewable technologies.
The total potential thermal capacity across Powys in 2026 is
dominated by the potential of energy crops for use with CHP
and wood fuel resource used in biomass boilers for heating at
circa154MWt, and by the potential uptake from building
integrated renewable energy technologies at circa 83 MWt.
Waste heat derived from Biomass CHP systems and
Anaerobic Digestion plants associated with energy crops,
commercial and industrial waste, and animal slurry contributed
to the remaining 11 MWt.
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Table 4: Potential renewable energy resource in Powys in
2026

Resource

Electricity [MWe]

Thermal [MWt]

1,124

-

Biomass

46

154

Energy from
Waste

7

11

Hydro

15

-

Solar PV Farms

1,234

-

Building
Integrated

15

83

Total

2,441

247

2

Wind

Energy Opportunity Plans
Energy opportunity plans were developed for the whole of
Powys that considered the spatial relationship of existing
renewable energy sites, demand for renewable energy
[principally residential heat demand and key anchor heat
loads], sources of waste heat, and the location of sites
proposed for allocation.
Energy opportunity plans for Powys concluded with a more
detailed analysis of three sites, namely, Llanidloes, Welshpool,
and Newtown. A copy of the energy opportunity plans can be
found in the Energy Opportunity Plan section of this report.

2

This figure includes the current planning applications (consented is
considered as existing) being considered within the SSA plus the
resource in the wider county.
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Introduction

evidence base] consists of an assessment of the potential for
renewable and low carbon energy generation, at different
scales, and at different levels of detail.
In terms of development management, the REA [used in
conjunction with the toolkit] can be useful in several ways.

Background to this Renewable Energy
Assessment [REA]
The UK is subject to the requirements of the EU Renewable
Energy Directive. These include a UK target of 15% of energy
from renewables by 2020. The UK Renewable Energy
Roadmap sets the path for the delivery of these targets,
promoting renewable energy to reduce global warming and to
secure future energy supplies.
The Welsh Government is committed to playing its part by
delivering an energy programme which contributes to reducing
carbon emissions as part of our approach to tackling climate
change whilst enhancing the economic, social and
environmental wellbeing of the people and communities of
Wales in order to achieve a better quality of life for our own and
future generations. This is outlined in the Welsh Government’s
Energy Policy Statement Energy Wales: A Low Carbon
Transition (2012).
Whilst the delivery mechanisms for most of Wales’ energy
aspirations are outside the control of the planning, the Welsh
Government has resolved that all Local Planning Authorities
will play the fullest possible part in meeting statutory UK and
EU targets on greenhouse gas emission reduction.
The use of fossil fuels is seen as a major contributor to
greenhouse gas emissions, a major cause of global climate
change and moving towards a low carbon energy based
economy to tackle the causes of climate change and improve
energy security are Welsh Government priorities.
Purpose of this REA
Local Authorities have several key roles to play that can
facilitate the use and generation of renewable and low carbon
energy. These include:
Preparing planning policies and allocating land in Local
Development Plans
Development management – taking decisions on planning
applications submitted to the LPA for development; as well as
preparing Local Impact Assessments.
Corporate – taking action at a council wide level to achieve a
low carbon economy.
Leadership – taking forward wider community action and
communicating the need to increase the uptake of renewable
energy.
This REA constitutes an evidence base to inform the
preparation of the local development plan. Decisions can be
taken on policies that can support and facilitate the deployment
of renewable and low carbon energy systems. The REA [or

Firstly, when assessing applications for new development
sites, it can aid officers in discussions with developers around
opportunities for district heating and making use of waste heat.
Secondly, when assessing applications for larger scale new
generation schemes, it can enable officers to identify whether
there is the potential for those schemes to supply heat to new
or existing development.
Thirdly, in the case of wind developments, it can assist officers
in understanding why a developer has chosen a particular
location to develop a scheme.
However, as well as supporting Powys County Council
planning officers with their LDP, the intention is that the
renewable energy opportunities identified will also be useful in
assisting Powys to fulfil its role as a community leader, leading
by example through its actions.
Method employed by this REA
This REA was originally compiled based on the method
set out in the Welsh Government guidance document
‘Renewable energy: A toolkit for planners’ July, 2010. A
revision of the ‘Toolkit’ was produced for 2015 and, in
response this REA has been updated to incorporate
changes.
The method is based on a Geographic Information
System (GIS) approach to enable spatial identification of
renewable energy opportunities. The outputs of this
approach are maps that accompany and support policies.
The maps referred to in this REA can be located in the
document ‘Renewable and Low Carbon Energy
Assessment – Maps’
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Why is this REA important?

Wider corporate role

This REA will inform action to support the deployment and
delivery of renewable energy installations on the ground. This
is expected to assist in meeting the two key challenges for UK
energy policy, namely: tackling climate change by reducing
carbon dioxide emissions and improving energy security. At a
more detailed level, this REA provides an evidence base for a
3
number of suggested policy objectives, as follows:

All local authorities including Powys County Council have
objectives and requirements for mitigating and adapting to
climate change that they need to meet. This REA enables
Powys County Council to identify specific opportunities to
facilitate renewable and low carbon energy generation.



Development of energy/ carbon reduction targets for
strategic new development sites



Identification and promotion of sites for renewable energy
generation [not necessarily linked to new development]



Development of area wide renewable energy targets [e.g.
installed MW of heat and electricity generation] as a
stimulus for concerted local action



Informing the selection of land for development [allocation
of sites], by identifying those sites with the greatest
potential for sustainable energy and carbon reduction or
sites that potentially could preclude renewable energy
developments [e.g. by sterilising good wind power sites].



These identified opportunities can form the basis of more
detailed implementation plans, feasibility studies and practical
action. This Renewable Energy Assessment can be utilised to
assist in developing measures to tackle fuel poverty, through
the promotion of district heating networks to serve existing as
well as new developments. These opportunities can also help
in delivering local economic benefits either in terms of locally
grown fuel supplies, or by enabling a proportion of expenditure
on energy to be retained within the local economy, from local
generation, rather than going out to external energy
4
companies .

Scope of this Renewable Energy Assessment
The scope of this Renewable Energy Assessment is set out
below.

Identification of opportunities for delivering strategic
Planning
energy options that could link to an allowable solutions
fund [i.e. some Council's, where land values may be less,
The REA focuses on planning policy though there are
view this as an opportunity to make sites more attractive to
associated implications for development management. This
developers by making them “low and/or zero carbon
assessment has been developed primarily for Powys County
enabled”, rather than seeking to increase development
Council, as an evidence base that has informed renewable and
burden by setting sustainability standards in excess of
low carbon energy targets, policies and site allocations in the
future Building Regulations.]
LDP.

To enable LPA exploration of requiring developers to
This REA, and the targets and policies that it informs, will
connect to an existing or proposed district heating network
necessitate procedures for use by development management
[e.g. how much could they charge, how close would a
officers to assess planning applications for either strategic new
development need to be and so on]
development sites that are incorporating renewable energy, or
This REA delineates Powys County Council’s evidence base to for stand-alone renewable energy generating systems: this
support each of the potential policy objectives set out above.
assessment has informed Development Management policies
with the detailed supplied in Renewable Energy SPG to be
The policy mechanisms to be employed by Powys County
developed.
Council have also been developed through consideration of
this study revision.
Technology
Within the REA, the ‘accessible’ renewable energy resource
This assessment is not meant to be an exhaustive guide to the
has been identified and an evaluation undertaken of three
different renewable and low carbon energy technologies that
locations with opportunities for the incorporation of renewable
5
are available. Technical Advice Note provides an introduction
and low carbon energy. The opportunities relate particularly to
to a range of renewable and low carbon technologies that
where renewable and low carbon energy may be linked to new
should be the first point of reference. Other technology is listed
development via district heating networks [DHNs].
This REA presents information that is potentially useful to
developers and wider stakeholders alike in facilitating
partnerships and taking forward delivery of the opportunities
identified for Powys County Council.

4

Low Carbon Wales, Sustainable Development Commission ,
2009
Technical Advice Note 8, Renewable Energy ,
http://wales.gov.uk/desh/publications/planning/technicaladviceno
tes/ta n8/

5
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Meant in the broad sense, i.e. not just planning policy
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6

by The Department for Energy and Climate Change and the
7
Energy Saving Trust .

particularly as technology and the policy and regulatory
framework evolves.

Energy Hierarchy
The REA focuses on renewable and low carbon energy
generation, and the opportunities for promoting this through the
Local Development Plan [LDP], rather than on improving
energy efficiency in new or existing buildings. This is not to
imply that the latter is less important in terms of mitigating
climate change: it is at least as, if not more, important.
However, it is not covered in this REA because there is only a
limited amount that planning policy for new developments can
contribute in this area, over and above the Approved Document
8
Part L of the Building Regulations . Again, we refer the reader
to other excellent sources of information on energy efficiency in
9
buildings, existing and new, that already exist .
Transport
The REA does not include an assessment of the potential for
renewable or low carbon fuels for transport.
Large scale on-shore wind
Whilst Strategic Search Areas (SSAs) are alluded to (as they
have a considerable impact in Powys and effectively ring fence
large-scale on-shore wind development), the REA is not
intended to duplicate the analysis carried out in TAN 8 but
rather is concerned with identifying ways in which to secure
additional smaller scale opportunities outside of SSAs that
would be determined either by the Welsh Government under
The Developments of National Significance Regulations (2016)
(DNS) or by the local planning authority. Additional local
search areas are allocated to prioritise new wind development.
Policy wording

Defining renewable energy and low carbon energy
Renewable energy
10

There are many definitions of renewable energy . A useful one
is:
“Renewable energy is that which makes use of energy flows
11
which are replenished at the same rate as they are used ”
The definition employed in PPW
follows:

12

[Paragraph 12.8.7] is as

“Renewable energy is the term used to cover those sources of
energy, other than fossil fuels or nuclear fuel, which are
continuously and sustainably available in our environment. This
includes wind, water, solar, geothermal energy and plant
material [biomass]”
Another important characteristic of renewable energy, which
will be explained in more detail below, is that unlike fossil fuels,
it produces little or no net carbon dioxide [CO2] – which is one
of the main greenhouse gas emissions.
Most forms of renewable energy stem directly or indirectly from
the sun. The direct ones include, obviously, solar water
heating, and photovoltaics [electricity]. Ground source and air
13
source heat pumps , make use of solar energy stored in the
ground. The indirect forms are: wind power, as wind is caused
by differential warming of the earth’s surface by the sun;
hydropower, as rainfall is driven by the sun causing
evaporation of the oceans; and biomass energy [from burning
organic matter], as all plants photosynthesise sunlight in order
to fix carbon and grow.

This REA comprises analysis that has been used to inform LDP
The combustion of biomass fuel is acknowledged as carbon
the policies set out in ‘Renewable Energy Policy’ section.
neutral, because although the combustion releases CO2, the
same amount of CO2 was taken out of the atmosphere when
Soundness
the biomass was growing. Biomass is generally regarded as
This REA does not provide a definitive template for sound
fuel [other than fossil fuel], at least 98 per cent of the energy
evidence. The responsibility of preparing evidence for LDP
content of which is derived from plant or animal matter or
policies and decisions taken in the LDP is the sole
substances derived there from [whether or not such matter or
responsibility of the LPA. Assumptions and data used in
substances are waste]. This includes agricultural, forestry, or
carrying out this REA have been sought from established
wood wastes or residues
sources, and these are listed in the text. Where there is no
established source AECOM has derived assumptions based on
the best evidence available through dialogue with the LPA. In
10
More specifically, the EU Renewable Energy Directive [see chapter
future, guidance, assumptions and data sources may change,
6

DECC http://www.planningrenewables.org.uk/page/index.cfm
Energy Saving Trust at
http://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/EnergySaving-Trust-advicecentre-Wales
8
Obviously, there is a lot that can be done to reduce energy use
in existing buildings, but these do not generally fall with the remit
of the planning system.
9
E.g. from the Energy Saving Trust in Wales, as per the web-link
given above.
7

2] gives guidance on which technologies are eligible to qualify for
meeting the UK’s renewable energy target for 2020
11
Sorensen, B. [1999] Renewable Energy [2nd Edition], Academic
Press, ISBN 0126561524
12
Planning Policy Wales [Edition 8, January 2016]
13
Strictly speaking, these technologies are only partially renewable, as
they also make use of, most commonly, grid electricity to power a
compressor. However, if they have a good efficiency, they can provide
a form of heating, in the UK, that produces less carbon per unit of
output than using a gas condensing boiler.
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The other two forms of renewable energy are tidal power,
which relies on the gravitational pull of both the sun and the
moon, and geothermal energy, which taps into the heat
generated in the Earth’s core.
Of all these, perhaps the most complex and multi-faceted is
biomass energy, because it can take so many forms. It can
include:


Burning of forestry residues;



Anaerobic digestion of animal manures and food wastes;



Combustion of straw and other agricultural residues and
products.



Methane produced from the anaerobic digestion of
biodegradable matter in landfill sites [i.e. landfill gas]; and



Energy generated from the biodegradable fraction of
waste going into an energy from waste plant.

This REA covers the following renewable energy technologies
[considering both electricity and heat]:


Wind energy [on-shore wind and community scale
development]



Biomass energy: including forestry residues, miscanthus,
short rotation coppice and straw



Energy from Waste [EfW] including waste wood,
municipal waste, industrial and commercial waste



Stirling engine or fuel cell CHP, where the heat is usefully
used



The non-biodegradable fraction of the output from energy
from waste plants

This REA covers both renewable as well as low carbon forms
of energy and the extent to which both can be considered has
informed the policy objectives selected by Powys County
Council.

Power vs. energy output
In the context of this Renewable Energy Assessment, power is
measured in either kiloWatts [kW], or MegaWatts [MW], which
is a thousand kW, or gigaWatts [GW], which is a thousand MW.
It is a measure of the electricity or heat output being generated
[or used] at any given moment in time. The maximum output of
a generator, when it is running at full power, is referred to as its
installed capacity or rated power output.
Energy, on the other hand, is the product of power and time. It
has the units of kWh [the h stands for “hour”] or MWh, or GWh.
As an example, if a 2MW wind turbine ran at full power for 1
hour, it would have generated 2 x 1 = 2MWh of energy. If it ran
at full power for one day [24 hours], it would have generated 2
x 24 = 48MWh.



Anaerobic Digestion, covering: food waste, agricultural
wastes, and sewage sludge



Hydropower energy

This distinction is important, because in carrying out the
renewable energy resource assessment certain assumptions
have been made to calculate both the potential installed
capacity [or maximum power output] of different technologies,
as well as the potential annual energy output.



Building Integrated Renewable [BIR], covering: biomass
boilers; air and ground source heat pumps, photovoltaics;
small and micro wind power.

Electricity vs. Heat output

Low carbon energy options
Low carbon energy options cover a range of energy sources
that are not renewable, but can still produce less carbon than
use of the conventional electricity grid or gas network, and are
therefore considered an important part of decarbonising the
energy supply. These options include:


Waste heat, e.g. from power stations, or industrial
processes



Gas engine or gas turbine Combined Heat and Power
[CHP], where the heat is usefully used

In terms of the units used, to avoid confusion, it can be
important to distinguish between whether a generator is
producing electricity or heat. This is because some renewable
energy fuels [i.e. biomass] can be used to produce either heat
only, or power and heat simultaneously when used in a
Combined Heat & Power [CHP] plant.
It is also important to be able to distinguish between renewable
electricity targets and renewable heat targets. To do this, the
suffix “e” is added in this REA to denote electricity power or
energy output, e.g. MWe, or MWhe, whilst for heat, the suffix “t”
is used [for “thermal”], to denote heat output, e.g. MWt, or
MWht

10
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Policy context and drivers for
renewable energy

Introduction
The UK is subject to the requirements of the EU Renewable
Energy Directive. These include a UK target of 15% of energy
from renewables by 2020. The UK Renewable Energy
Roadmap sets the path for the delivery of these targets,
promoting renewable energy to reduce global warming and to
secure future energy supplies.

transport to meet this target and address the urgent challenges
of climate change and national security of energy supply.
The Roadmap confirms that approximately 90% of the
generation necessary to meet the 15% target can be delivered
from a subset of eight technologies [see table 5 overleaf]. The
remaining renewable energy generation necessary to meet the
2020 target, will come from technologies such as hydropower,
solar PV, and deep geothermal heat and power.
Table 5: Technology breakdown [TWh] for central view of
deployment in 2020

The Welsh Government is committed to playing its part by
delivering an energy programme which contributes to reducing
carbon emissions as part of our approach to tackling climate
change whilst enhancing the economic, social and
environmental wellbeing of the people and communities of
Wales in order to achieve a better quality of life for our own and
future generations. This is outlined in the Welsh Government’s
Energy Policy Statement Energy Wales: A Low Carbon
Transition (2012).
Whilst the delivery mechanisms for most of Wales’ energy
aspirations are outside the control of the planning, the Welsh
Government has resolved that all Local Planning Authorities
will play the fullest possible part in meeting statutory UK and
EU targets on greenhouse gas emission reduction.
The use of fossil fuels is seen as a major contributor to
greenhouse gas emissions, a major cause of global climate
change and moving towards a low carbon energy based
economy to tackle the causes of climate change and improve
energy security are Welsh Government priorities.

Technology

Central range for 2020
[TWh]

Onshore wind

24 to 32

Offshore wind

33 to 58

Biomass [electricity]

32 to 50

Marine

1

Biomass [heat]

36 to 50

Heat Pumps

16 to 22

Renewable transport

Up to 48

Other

14

Estimated 15% target

234

UK and European energy policy context
EU Renewable Energy Directive: The UK has signed up to the
Directive, agreeing to legally binding targets of 15% of energy
from renewable sources by 2020. The UK Renewable Energy
14
Strategy suggests that by 2020, this could mean:


More than 30% of our electricity generated from renewable
Wales’ policy context for planning and renewable energy
energy sources



12% of our heat generated from renewable energy
sources



10% of transport energy from renewable energy sources

The UK Renewable Energy Roadmap [2011] sets out how the
UK could increase the use of renewable electricity, heat and

14

The UK Renewable Energy Strategy, DECC, May 2009

Planning Policy Wales states that planning policy at all levels
should facilitate delivery of both the ambition set out in Energy
Wales: A Low Carbon Transition and UK and European targets
15
on renewable energy. The Renewable Energy Directive
contains specific obligations to provide guidance to facilitate
effective consideration of renewable energy sources, highefficiency technologies and district heating and cooling in the
context of development of industrial or residential areas, and
15

EU Renewable Energy Directive, 2009
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(from 1 January 2012) to ensure that new public buildings, and
existing public buildings that are subject to major renovation
fulfil an exemplary role in the context of the Directive. The
issues at the heart of these duties are an established focus of
planning policy in Wales, and in this context both local planning
authorities and developers should have regard in particular to
the guidance contained in Technical Advice Note 8: Planning
for Renewable Energy and Planning for Renewable Energy – A
16
Toolkit for Planners
Table 6: Wales’ sustainable renewable energy potential
2020 to 2025
Technology

Total capacity
[GW]

Deliverable in
main by

Onshore wind

2

2015 to 2017

Offshore wind

6

2015 to 2016

Biomass
[electricity]

1

2020

Tidal range

8.5

2022

Tidal stream /
wave

4

2025

Local electricity
generation

1

2020

Total [MWe]

22.5

2020 to 2025

Such policies should be progressed through the Local
Development Plan process in accordance with
relevant requirements of legislation and national
policy. Further advice is contained in Practice
Guidance – Planning for Sustainable Buildings17.


4.12.6 Applications that reflect the key principles of
climate responsive developments and exceed the
standards set out in Building Regulations should be
encouraged.



4.12.7 Particular attention should be given to
opportunities for minimising carbon emissions
associated with the heating, cooling and power
systems for new developments. This can include
utilising existing or proposed local and low and zero
carbon energy supply systems (including district
heating systems), encouraging the development of
new opportunities to supply proposed and existing
development, and maximising opportunities to colocate potential heat customers and suppliers.



12.1.4 The Welsh Government aims to secure the
environmental infrastructure necessary to achieve
sustainable development objectives, while minimising
adverse impacts on the environment, health and
communities. New approaches to infrastructure will be
needed in light of the consequences of climate
change. The objectives are: to promote the generation
and use of energy from renewable and low carbon
energy sources at all scales and promote energy
efficiency, especially as a means to secure zero or
low carbon developments and to tackle the causes of
climate change;



12.1.5 The planning system has an important part to
play in ensuring that the infrastructure on which
communities and businesses depend is adequate to
accommodate proposed development so as to
minimise risk to human health and the environment
and prevent pollution at source. This includes
minimising the impacts associated with climate
change.



12.1.6 The capacity of existing infrastructure, and the
need for additional facilities, should be taken into
account in the preparation of development plans and
the consideration of planning applications. In general,
local planning authorities should seek to maximise
the use of existing infrastructure and should
consider how the provision of different types of
infrastructure can be co-ordinated.



12.1.7 Local planning authorities must develop a
strategic and long-term approach to infrastructure
provision when preparing development plans. They
should consider both the siting requirements of the

‘Renewable Energy: A toolkit for Planners’ sets out a method
that local authorities might use to produce an evidence base in
support of their Local Development Plans: this evidence base
is referred to as a ‘Renewable Energy Assessment’
This Renewable Energy Assessment can assist Powys County
Council planning policy officers deliver the national planning
17
policy expectations as set out in PPW , namely:


16

4.12.5 Local planning authorities should assess
strategic sites to identify opportunities to require
higher sustainable building standards (including zero
carbon) to be required. In bringing forward standards
higher than the national minimum, set out in Building
Regulations, local planning authorities should ensure
that what is proposed is evidence-based and viable.

‘Renewable Energy: A Toolkit for Planners – Welsh
Government 2015 Update
17
Planning Policy Wales [Edition 8, January 2016]

12
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utility companies responsible for these services to
enable them to meet community needs and the
environmental effects of such additional uses.
Development may need to be phased, in consultation
with the relevant utilities providers, to allow time to
ensure that the provision of utilities can be managed
in a way consistent with general policies for
sustainable development.


12.1.8 It is essential that local planning authorities
consult utility companies and other infrastructure
providers and Natural Resources Wales at an early
stage in the formulation of land use policies. Welsh
Government guidance in Local Development Plan
Wales (2005) provides details of the bodies which
must be consulted about particular issues to ensure
that plan policies are realistic and capable of
implementation. Local authorities are also required to
consult appropriate bodies and to take their views into
account when determining planning applications.

Existing renewable energy generation
The Energy Wales: A Low Carbon Transition Plan [2012]
reported that 62% of existing renewable generation in Wales
stems from sources such as wind and solar with a further
25% coming from thermal renewable generation and 13%
from hydro generation. Counting only installations of 100kW
or above, current total operational wind farms in Wales have
a capacity of 1,316MW, with 590MW being on-shore and of
which 304MW are in mid-Wales.

Permitted development rights
To encourage take-up, changes have also been made in
Wales to ‘permitted development’ rights to make provision
for the installation of certain types of micro-generation by
householders and for non-domestic buildings without the
need for planning permission, namely solar photovoltaic and
solar thermal panels, ground and water source heat pumps,
flues for biomass heating and other technologies.

13

Powys County Council area wide
renewable energy assessment
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Baseline energy situation across
Powys

Table 8: Predicted energy consumption [GWh] for Powys
2026

Electricity [GWh]

Thermal [GWh]

Calculating existing energy baseline

Baseline energy
2008

608

1,915

DECC report on the annual energy consumption [GWh] at a
sub national level. The existing electrical and thermal energy
consumption for Powys during 2008 was reported as 608 GWh
and 1,915 GWh respectively.

Projection to
18
2020

99.7%

84.2%

Predicted energy
2020

607

1,614

Percentage
change from 2008
to 2026

-0.1%

-25.1%

Years to plan
period

18

18

Predicted energy
2026

606*

1,463*

Electrical consumption across Powys represents circa 3.7% of
Wales total reported electrical consumption in 2008, and circa
0.2% of the UK’s total reported electrical consumption.
Thermal consumption across Powys represents circa 3.4% of
Wales total reported thermal consumption in 2008, and circa
0.2% of the UK’s total reported electrical consumption.
Table 7: Existing energy consumption [GWh] for the UK,
Wales, and for Powys in 2008.

Electricity [GWh]

Thermal [GWh]

*Discrepancies due to rounding from MWh to GWh

UK

304,625

815,624

Wales

16,267

55,657

The figure below illustrates the change in the existing
[2008] and predicted [2026], with total electrical
consumption reducing by circa 2 GWh, and total thermal
consumption reducing by circa 452 GWh.

Powys

608

1,915

Figure 2: Existing and predicted energy consumption
[GWh] for Powys

Calculating future energy baseline
The UK Renewable Energy Strategy reports on the current
[2008] and future [2020] energy consumption across the UK for
electricity and thermal energy sectors. The report confirms
that between this period electricity energy consumption will
contract by circa 0.3%, and that thermal energy consumption
will contract by circa 15.8%.
Powys County Council’s Local Development Plan period runs
until 2026. As such this report has assumed that the rate of
change associated with both electrical and thermal energy
between 2008 and 2020 will continue unchanged. Thus the
predicted electrical and thermal consumption across Powys in
2026 is 606 GWh, and 1,463 GWh respectively.

18

Based on projected change as identified in Table 2.1, of The
UK Renewable Energy Strategy [2009]
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Existing low and zero carbon energy technologies
To demonstrate the progress being made to establish a
baseline of installed capacity to inform future potential and
target setting, the capacity of Low and Zero Carbon [LZC]
energy technologies already installed in the PCC LPA area has
been established. Where LZC energy technologies already
exist, the installed capacities [measured in MW] were recorded
and incorporated as a contribution to overall final targets.
This assessment of existing capacity covers electricity and
heat generation, and large scale as well as ‘Building Integrated
Renewables’ [BIR] generation. For larger schemes, it also
includes those that have received planning consent, but are
not yet built.
The locations of the larger scale projects have been plotted
using GIS. In particular, the locations of existing or consented
wind farms have been noted to inform the wind resource
assessment. The locations of existing energy from waste
schemes and biomass schemes have also been marked for
their potential contribution to supply heat to strategic new
development sites.
Data for existing large scale projects has been derived from
19
20
Powys County Council, DECC and Ofgem .
Data for existing has been collected at the LPA level on
installed renewable heating capacity [such as wood chip
boilers, heat pumps and solar water heating], and small scale
electricity generation.
In addition, data provided by the Fit & RHI Register (Ofgem)
has confirmed the installed capacities of small-scale /
microgeneration installations.
Care has been taken to ensure no double counting has taken
place, primarily through discussion with Powys County Council
officers. Where duplicates occurred, the data from Powys
County Council and then DECC was given preference over the
other sources.

Existing renewable electricity capacity
The current total capacity (operational, under construction or
consented) of large-scale and or stand-alone renewable
energy technologies in Powys was calculated as 326.6MW of
electrical power, and 5.7 MW of thermal power. Of which wind
energy accounted for 312.7MW, hydro 8.8MW, landfill gas
2.1MW, fuelled 0.4MW and sewage gas the remaining 0.1MW
of electrical power . Biomass, including a 5 MWt Biomass
CHP system at Potter’s Yard, Welshpool, accounted for all of
the reported thermal energy capacity.
19

DECC [2011] RESTATS Monthly Extract,
https://restats.decc.gov.uk/app/reporting/decc/monthlyextract .
20
Ofgem [2011] Renewables & CHP – Accredited Stations,
https://www.renewablesandchp.ofgem.gov.uk/Public/ReportManager.a
spx?ReportVisibility=1&ReportCategory=0 .

Additional to the above, planning applications have been
submitted or are being considered at appeal for a further
446MWe of wind energy and 21.6MWe from solar PV farms.
In the context of overall Welsh Government renewable energy
targets as set out in the Energy Policy Statement, and
including operational, under construction and consented,
Powys is contributing approximately 16% of the 2015 to 2016
target of 2 GW of electrical energy associated with onshore
wind.
Strategic Search Areas
In terms of the SSAs, the 2015 report from Powys County
Council reports 78.95MW is currently operational, 140.3MW is
consented and a further 347.0MW currently in the planning
system: these figures are included in the above totals.
Existing renewable heat capacity
The total existing installed capacity of small-scale [micro
generation] renewable energy technologies in Powys in 2016
was calculated as 10.1 MW of electrical power, and 60.4MW of
thermal power (excluding the above mentioned biomass CHP).
Photovoltaic systems accounted for circa 9.3 MW of electrical
power, with the vast majority of remaining attributed to micro
wind at 0.6 MW. Technology types are unknown for nondomestic and domestic installations for renewable heat but RHI
register identifies 462 non-domestic renewable heat
installations with installed capacity of 66.1MW. 539 domestic
renewable heat installations are also identified but with no
installed capacities: we have assumed 5kW per dwelling giving
a total additional figure of 2.7MW.
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Table 9: Existing large scale renewable energy capacity in
Powys
Technology

Electricity [MWe]

Thermal [MWt]

Biomass

2.5

5.7

Hydropower

8.8

-

Landfill Gas

2.1

-

Wind Power

312.7

-

Other

0.5

-

Total

326.6

5.7

Table 10: Existing small scale renewable energy capacity
in Powys
Technology

Electricity [MW]

Thermal [MW]

Biomass

0.2

N/A

Heat Pumps

-

N/A

Photovoltaic

9.3

N/A

Solar Thermal

-

N/A

Wind Power

0.6

N/A

Total

10.1

68.8 (unknown
split)

The total existing renewable installed capacity in Powys [large
scale and small scale] was calculated as 336.7 MW of
electrical power, and 74.5 MW of thermal power.
The amount of energy that this capacity could generate will
depend on the capacity factor, of which is discussed in the
section of this report titled ‘Setting LPA Wide Renewable
Energy Targets’. Based on the assumed capacity factors, the
total existing renewable energy generation in Powys [large and
small scale] was calculated as 524,427 MWh of electrical
energy, and 28,120 MWh of thermal energy.

The figure below compares the amount of energy currently
generated by existing renewable energy technologies and the
predicted energy consumption across Powys in 2026.
Figure 3: Difference between existing renewable energy
generation [GWh] and predicted consumption [2026]
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Wind Energy Resource





Dwellings – Plus 500m (Noise Buffer)
Watercourses
Areas of historic and cultural importance

Additional constraints considered:

The focus of this section of the REA is on establishing the
potential wind resource across Powys.
For the purposes of planning policy in Wales large scale wind
power has been defined in TAN 8 as wind farms of > 25MW..
TAN8 provides details of ‘Strategic Search Areas’, [SSA] sites
identified as suitable and potential locations for large scale
wind. There are three SSA in Powys, namely
Area B “Carno North”, Area C “Newtown South”, and Area D
“Nant Y Moch”.
This REA is primarily concerned with securing further
opportunities for wind development of between 5MW and
25MW outside of the SSAs but, in the interest of
completeness, the assessment of maximum available/potential
wind resource across Powys includes both areas of land inside
and outside of the SSA.
Mapping
Maps have been produced to illustrate at each stage of the
process the application of the method to identify spatial
constraints and opportunities. At each stage, for ease of
reading, maps have been split between northern, central and
southern Powys. Throughout, references will be made to titles
and reference numbers to correspond with maps contained in
the accompanying document ‘Renewable and Low Carbon
Energy Assessment – Maps’

Constraint to wind energy resource
To establish the potential wind energy resource across
Powys, consideration has been given to the spatial
constraints associated with restrictions to wind energy
development. This assessment used the following principal
constraints to wind energy development to establish the
maximum potential wind resource across Powys. A
comprehensive description of the method used for Powys is
given in Appendix A.












Special Protection Area (SPA)
Special Area of Conservations (SAC)
Candidate Special Area of Conservation (cSAC)
RAMSAR sites
National Nature Reserves (NNR)
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)
Marine Nature Reserves (MNR)
Scheduled Ancient Monuments (SAM)
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)
Infrastructure – Topple distance plus 50m
Other Infrastructure – Topple distance plus 10%







Historic Landscapes
Woodlands
Ancient Woodlands
National Parks
Restricted Airspace

The purpose of this assessment was to establish the maximum
potential wind energy resource across Powys. The
assessment was based on constraints associated with a typical
2 MW wind turbine. However, this assessment does not
necessarily preclude the potential development/deployment of
larger or smaller wind turbines across Powys.
The wind constraints maps illustrate the principal constraints to
the development/deployment of wind energy [excluding the
proximity to residential dwellings]. These constraints can be
attributed to existing environmental and historic protected sites.
In addition, there is, significant areas of restricted airspace
associated with the MoD exclusion zone around Mynydd
Epynt, and the 5 km Civil Aviation Authority exclusion zone
surrounding Welshpool Airport.
Given the subjective noise related impact that wind turbines
have on residential dwellings and the spatial extent that such
an impact can have on identifying potentially available wind
resource, this study has reported on noise impact figures.
This takes into consideration the impact of noise on residential
dwellings, referred to as “including impact on dwellings”, that
assumes that there will be no wind energy within 500m
distance of any residential property.
1.

The following maps illustrating all constraints to wind
development except wind speed have been produced
as follows: Environmental & Heritage Constraints
a.
b.
c.

North
Mid
South

Sufficient wind speeds
The performance of wind turbines is a function of wind speed.
2
A 1.5km grid GIS data layer has been established for the
Powys area and associated average annual wind speed at
45m above ground level (agl) has been attributed to reach
2
respective 1.5km cell. It has then been assumed that there is
no wind potential in areas with an average annual wind speed
of less than 6.0m/s.
Maps have been produced that show areas of sufficient wind
speed. One colour denotes areas that have sufficient wind
speed but does not apply exclusion buffers around existing
development and another with the buffer constraint applied.
The maps are labelled as follows:
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2.

Sufficient wind speeds
a. North
b. Mid
c. South

3.

Maximum available wind resource
This report has assumed that a maximum of five 2 MW wind
2
turbines can be installed on 1km of land: sites unable to
support 5MW of generation have been removed from the maps
at this stage.
Once the total area of unconstrained wind resource is
established the total potential installed capacity can be
calculated. Similarly, assuming that over the course of a year
a 2 MW wind turbine will only generate energy for 27% of the
time [2,365 hours], the total potential energy [GWh] can be
calculated.
The installed capacity figure represents the maximum
accessible wind resource in Powys, including areas of land
within the SSA of Carno North, Newtown South, and Nant Y
Moch. This figure does not take into consideration the impact
on landscape character.
2

Table 11: Maximum potential wind resource [km ] for
Powys excluding impact on landscape.
Wind Resource
Priority

Area [km ]

Potential GWh
generated

1

198.06

4,684.12

2

66.30

1,568.00

5

60.85

1,439.10

6

22.51

532.36

Total

2

347.72

These maps illustrate the Local Search Areas referred to in
Powys County Council Renewable Energy planning policies.
Given the difficulties associated with identifying and
developing land parcels for wind developments, it is intended
that LSAs will be protected for wind energy development
only.
Impact on landscape character
The impact on landscape character, although not considered a
‘constraint’ that would prevent the practical deployment of wind
energy development, was recognised as a significant factor to
be mindful of when reviewing opportunities for wind energy
development across Powys.
An exercise can be undertaken whereby areas that are
recorded as having a ‘high’ or ‘outstanding’ value attributed to
them within the ‘Character & Scenic Quality’ column within the
‘Visual & Sensory’ Layer of LANDMAP can be identified and
constrained within GIS maps: this exercise has not be
undertaken as part of this assessment.
Cumulative impacts
It is recognised that only a minor proportion of the
‘unconstrained’ land identified will be able to be built out. This
is because as wind farms are developed they effectively either
prevent other sites situated close by from being developed or
there is a need to avoid ‘cumulative impacts’.
An illustrative exercise has been undertaken as part of this
assessment that demonstrates how the consideration of
cumulative impacts reduces the unconstrained or available
land: the exercise effectively demonstrates the ‘best case
scenario’ and is therefore used to inform target setting.
This exercise has removed the following land parcels:



Unconstrained land within TAN8 already earmarked
for wind development



Removed land slivers of fire breaks and tracks that
previous GIS was showing as ‘unconstrained’




Buffered existing wind turbines by 7km
Undertaken theoretical build out exercise whereby
each new wind farm is buffered by 7km: the largest
and most likely sites to be developed were utilised as
starting points (this process utilised the prioritisation
method as outlined in the Renewable Energy: A
Toolkit for Planners – Welsh Government 2015.

8,223.58

Local Search Areas (after application of steps 1 & 2)
Maps have been produced that show the location of land
remaining once all constraints are removed: these areas are
referred to as Local Search Areas. The maps are labelled as
follows:

Local Search Areas
a. North
b. Mid
c. South
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The table below confirms the maximum potential wind resource
for Powys including cumulative impact.
2

Table 12: Maximum potential wind resource [km ] for
Powys including cumulative impact.
Wind Resource
Priority

Area [km ]

Potential GWh
generated

1

28.31

669.53

2

14.19

335.59

5

19.65

464.72

6

5.66

133.86

Total

67.81

1,603.70

2

Maps have been produced that illustrate the result of applying
the prioritisation method as set out in ‘Renewable Energy: A
Toolkit for Planners (2015). The maps are labelled as follows:
4.

LSA sites in order of priority
a. North
b. Mid
c. South

A further set of maps have been produced to show how the
land may be developed for wind generation if unconstrained
parcels are built out exactly according to prioritisation of ‘best’
sites. The maps are labelled as follows:
5.

Cumulative Impacts
a. North
b. Mid
c. South

These maps, as they are ‘best case scenario’ have been used
to inform targets.
Restrictions on development
A further map has been produced that show which LSAs have
the capacity to host greater than 25MW capacity: in these
cases development will be restricted to between 5MW and
25MW.
Further constraints to wind energy sites
Further constraints to onshore wind development not
considered within this REA include [and this is not meant to be

an exhaustive list] the practical access to sites required for
development, landowner willingness for development to go
ahead, political will, the time to complete planning procedures
and an economic distance to the nearest appropriate electricity
grid connection.
Wind energy sites, by nature, are most usually situated in rural
settings away from residential development and where the
wind resource is least constrained. This can mean that there is
often no opportunity to utilise on-site the outputs from wind
energy sites leaving export of electricity to grid as the only
option. This REA has not utilised national grid data but it is
recognised that Powys may wish to investigate overlaying GIS
layers of the energy networks data available to them.

Potential opportunities for future development
In relation to wind energy sites, potential opportunities for PCC
are:


Investment interest of Energy Services Companies
[ESCOs] may be secured through the identification of
appropriate sites.



Large scale renewable installations can provide significant
revenue streams to LA’s.
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Energy Crops

Biomass Energy Resource

The focus of this section of the REA is on establishing the
potential biomass resource defined as either:


Energy crops [miscanthus & short-rotation coppice] or



Wood fuel resource

There is no consideration of the utilisation of straw as an
energy source as Wales is a net importer.
Unlike wind farms, biomass can be utilised for the generation
of both electricity and heat & domestic hot water [DHW]. The
use of energy crops, forestry residues and recycled wood
waste for energy generation can have a number of
advantages:


Provide opportunities for agricultural diversification



Encourage increased management of woodland



Can have positive effects on biodiversity



Remove biodegradable elements from the waste stream



CO2 savings if replanting occurs and long distance
transportation is avoided

The Welsh Government’s Energy Policy Statement [2010]
confirms a target of 1,000 MWe (1GWe) capacity from
biomass by 2020. This is the equivalent of circa 7 TWh.
Powys currently has an installed capacity of 2.5 MWe from
biomass CHP.
Constraints to biomass energy resource
To establish the potential biomass energy resource across an
area, consideration should be given to the spatial constraints
associated with restrictions to harvesting energy crops and
wood fuel. This assessment used the following principal
constraints to biomass energy to establish the maximum
potential biomass energy resource across Powys. A
comprehensive description of the method used for Powys is
given in Appendix B.


Agricultural land classification



Areas of broadleaved woodland



Areas of environmental protection (including ancient
woodlands)



Areas of historic and cultural importance

The principal constraint to harvesting energy crops across
Powys is the availability of suitable agricultural land. So as
not to conflict with the growing of food crops, this study has
assumed that energy crops can only be potentially grown on
agricultural land of grades 3b and4, which is not constrained
by environmental or historical protected areas. The majority
[95%] of agricultural land across Powys is classified as either
Grade 4 or 5, the latter likely being unsuitable for growing
energy crops. The exclusion of ALC grade 5 land means there
is no overlap with other uses such as for Solar PV farms (ALC
grade 5 only).
Based on the above constraints the theoretical maximum area
of land that could be planted with energy crops across Powys
2
is identified as 2,263.05 km . This gives consideration to
existing agricultural land classifications, environmental and
cultural constraints on the land.
This assessment has assumed that 10% of the suitable land
area identified for energy crops could actually be planted with
energy crops. This reflects a range of factors including
competition with other crops and livestock as well as
unsuitable topography. Therefore, the total usable area of
2
land for energy crops across Powys is 226.31 km .
The Planning for Renewable and Low Carbon Energy – A
Toolkit for Planners, confirms an average figure of 1,200 oven
2
dried tonnes [odt] of energy crops can be delivered per km .
Therefore the total energy crop yield across Powys is 271,572
odt per annum.

Installed Power and Heat Generation Capacity
The amount of energy that the potential quantity of biomass
could produce will be dependent on whether the fuel is burnt
in facilities that only generate electricity [and the waste heat is
not usefully used], or produce Combined Heat and Power
[where the heat is usefully used], or is burnt in a boiler to
produce heat only.
It has been assumed that the energy crop resource is used to
fuel a biomass CHP system to produce electricity and utilise
any waste heat. A typical biomass CHP system will require
about 6,000 odt of energy crops for each 1MWe of installed
power generation capacity. The biomass CHP system will
also produce about 2 MWt of thermal output at the same time
from the waste heat.
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Table 13 confirms the maximum potential energy crop
resource for Powys.
Table 13: Total potential energy crop resource for Powys.

2

Available area [km ]
2

Usable area [km ]
2

Yield [odt per km ]

2,263.05

226.31

[where the heat is usefully used], or is burnt in a boiler to
produce heat only.
It has been assumed that the energy resource from wood fuel
is utilised for heat only [i.e. a biomass boiler]. A heat only
facility will require about 660 odt of wood fuel for each 1MWt
of installed thermal generation capacity.
The table below confirms the maximum potential biomass
resource for Powys.
Table 14: Total potential energy resource from wood fuel
for Powys.
Wood fuel

1,200
2

Available area [km ]
Yield [odt]

271,572

Required yield per MWe

6,000

Installed capacity [MWe]

45.26

Heat to power ratio

2:1

Installed capacity [MWt]

90.52

2

Usable area [km ]
2

688

688

Yield [odt per km ]

60

Yield [odt]

41,280

Required yield per MWt

660

Installed capacity [MWt]

62.5

Wood Fuel
The total area of national forest across Powys as identified by
2
the National Forestry Inventory [NFI] database is 688 km , of
2
which 256 km is located in Forestry Commission owned land.

Of the potential 62.5 MWt that could be derived from
woodland residue across Powys, 23.3 MWt could be derived
from Forestry Commission owned land.

The Bioenergy Action Plan for Wales confirms that 60 oven
2
dried tonnes [odt] of available wood fuel per km of woodland
per annum. Therefore the total wood fuel yield from all
national forest across Powys is 41,280 odt per annum, of
which 15,360 odt per annum could be derived from Forestry
Commission owned land.

Further constraints to biomass energy resource

This is a long term, annual averaged sustainable yield, based
on wood fuel that can be harvested from the small round wood
stems, tips and branches of felled timber trees and thinnings,
as well as poor quality round wood. This figure takes into
account of competition from other markets in Wales, such as
particle board manufacturing. The figure also takes into
account technical and environmental constraints.
Installed Power and Heat Generation Capacity
The amount of energy that the potential quantity of biomass
could produce will be dependent on whether the fuel is burnt
in facilities that only generate electricity [and the waste heat is
not usefully used], or produce Combined Heat and Power

Although where areas of land have been indicated as having
potential for the growing of energy crops, further detailed
studies are required prior to action. Furthermore, market
demand is likely to play a key role in what, and how much is
planted.
Even where there is local demand for a biomass supply
constraints, not considered within this REA, include [and
this is not meant to be an exhaustive list] the proximity of
plant and practical access to sites required for preparation
and delivery of fuel.
In terms of plant, landowner willingness, political will, the
time to complete planning procedures and an economic
distance to the nearest appropriate electricity grid
connection will all be key considerations but are not
included within this assessment.
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Biomass energy generation [whether generating heat, power
or both], by nature, is most usually situated a small distance
away from residential development [though close enough to
supply heat], where there is room for the development
including fuel storage and access for large delivery vehicles.
This REA has not utilised national grid data but the LPA
may wish to investigate overlaying GIS layers of the energy
networks data available to them.

Potential opportunities for future development
In relation to biomass energy generation, potential
opportunities for PCC are:


Investment interest of Energy Services Companies
[ESCOs] may be secured through the identification of
appropriate sites and heat demand



Large scale renewable installations can provide
significant revenue streams to LA’s.
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Energy from Waste



Agricultural Waste



Sewage Sludge

A comprehensive breakdown of assumptions and methodology
behind this calculation are given in Appendix C.
Local Waste Planning Authorities [LWPAs] will have developed
detailed plans on how to treat the Municipal Solid Waste
[MSW] stream arising in the LWPA area. Some LWPAs, such
as Powys County Council, will have worked with neighbours
and Regional Waste Teams to investigate preferred options for
the treatment of waste. It is these plans that will inform which
particular technologies will be employed, their capacities and
preferred locations. Therefore, this REA should be utilised to
inform current and future local and / or regional waste
strategies to ensure that planned generation of energy from
waste plant is utilised to the fullest extent

Commercial and Industrial Waste
The total predicted C&I waste across Powys in 2026, derived
from the North Wales Regional Waste Plan, and the South
Wales Regional Waste Plan, has been calculated as 78,090
tonnes. However, to avoid conflict with existing recycling
targets, it has been assumed that only 30% of this waste
stream would be available for energy recovery. Therefore the
total predicted C&I waste that could be used for energy
recovery across Powys in 2026 is 23,427 tonnes.

Less is known about the plans of commercial waste operators
to treat commercial and industrial waste streams.
Organisations involved in such activity should be fully engaged
to ensure that opportunities to utilise energy are not lost.

Energy from Waste facilities in Wales are required to be at
least 65% efficient and therefore cannot generate electricity
without using some of the heat. It has therefore been assumed
that C&I waste will be burnt in facilities that produce Combined
Heat and Power where the heat is usefully used or burnt.

Further guidance should be sought from the Welsh
Government in relation to whether energy from waste [EfW]
from some or all EfW technologies is, or will be, considered to
be ‘renewable’ energy and, where it is confirmed to be
‘renewable’, for what proportion of the residual waste stream
[the proportion usually refers to the proportion of residual waste
deemed to be the biodegradable [BD] element].

Assuming that 10,320 tonnes of waste per annum are required
for each 1MWe of electricity generating capacity in a CHP
plant, and that a CHP facility will also produce about 2MWt of
thermal output at the same time from the waste heat, the total
potential capacity that could be supported by the C&I waste
stream would be: 2.3 MWe and 4.6 MWt.

Towards Zero Waste describes the long term framework for
resource efficiency and waste management up to 2050. It
proposed the following targets for municipal waste:


A minimum of 70% of waste being reused, recycled or
composted by 2025;



A maximum level of 30% energy being created from waste
by 2025;



Wales to achieve zero waste by 2050.

Other targets for consideration include no more than 75% of
the 1995 biodegradable element of the municipal waste stream
can be land-filled by 2010 and that waste fuelled CHP must
achieve an operating efficiency of a minimum of 65% [EU
Landfill Directive]. The NWSW is currently under review which
is likely to generate targets for future treatment of waste.
Additional potential energy sources derived from waste as
reported on in the Bioenergy Action Plan for Wales include
food waste; agricultural wastes; and sewage sludge. As such
this section of the REA will report under the following
subheadings:


Commercial and Industrial Waste



Municipal Solid Waste

However, under the requirements of the EU Renewable
21

Directive , which is the basis for the UK’s target of 15% of
energy to come from renewable sources by 2020, only the
biodegradable fraction of energy generation from waste is
eligible to count towards the target. There is no specific
guidance in Wales on what the biodegradable fraction should
be assumed to be in future. The UK Government consultation
on the re-banding of the Renewables Obligation suggested that
the anticipated future biodegradable fraction, by 2020, would
be about 35%, compared to a current nominal level of about
2223
50% .
Therefore assuming that 35% of the power and energy output
of any waste facility count as renewable, the renewable
electricity and heat capacity across Powys for C&I waste would
be: 0.8 MWe and 1.6 MWt respectively, as shown in Table 15
overleaf.

21

See
http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2009
:140:0016:0062:EN:PDF
22
See para. 9.10 of the Government Response to the Statutory
Consultation on the Renewables Obligation Order 2009,
December
23
see http://www.berr.gov.uk/files/file49342.pdf
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Table 15: Commercial and Industrial waste resource for
Powys 2026
Commercial & Industrial
Waste

Total waste [tonnes]

78,090

Total residual waste [tonnes]

23,427

Required wet tonnes per
1MWe

10,320

Potential installed capacity
[MWe]

2.3

Total renewable element

35%

Potential installed capacity
[MWe]

0.8

Heat to power ratio

2:1

Potential installed capacity
[MWt]

1.6

Municipal and Solid Waste
The total predicted MSW across Powys in 2026, derived from
the North Wales Regional Waste Plan, and the South Wales
Regional Waste Plan, has been calculated as 117,541 tonnes.

Agricultural Waste
Animal Manure
The total numbers of cattle and pig across Powys have been
24
confirmed as 205,951 and 5,060 respectively .
Assuming that each cattle produces 1 tonne of slurry a month,
and each pig produces 0.1 tonnes per month, and assuming
25
that slurry is only collected for 6 months of the year the total
tonnage of available manure across Powys is: 1,238,742
tonnes.
However, in practice, it will not be possible or practical to
collect all of this potential resource. This will be because many
farms will not use a slurry system, but will collect the excreta as
solid manure mixed with bedding which is then spread on the
fields. Furthermore, it will not be practical to collect the slurry
from some of the farms, because they may be too small or too
dispersed for this to be economically viable.
The NFU Cymru and FUW were contacted to establish the split
between the use of slurry and non-slurry systems on farms in
Powys. However, no response was received. This study has
therefore assumed that 50% of the farms use a slurry based
system and that of these, it would be feasible to capture the
slurry from 50%. Therefore the total available resource across
Powys is: 309,686 tonnes.
An Anaerobic Digestion plant would be suitable to use animal
slurry to produce both electric and heat. Assuming that
225,000 wet tonnes of slurry are needed to produce 1MWe,
and that the heat to power ratio of an Anaerobic Digestion plant
is 1.5 to 1, the potential installed capacity is: 1.4 MWe and 2.1
MWt [Table 16 over leaf].

However, at the time of writing Powys County Council
confirmed that they are in the process of appointing a supplier
to export all domestic food waste to anaerobic digestion
facilities that operate outside of the LPA area. This REA study
therefore assumes that there will be no potential for Powys to
derive energy from domestic food waste.
Whilst it is recognised that non organic food waste could be
burnt to produce electricity and heat in a CHP system, as
stated above, the EU Renewable Directive confirms that only
the biodegradable fraction of energy generation from waste is
eligible to count as renewable. Thus, if food waste is excluded
from the total MSW, it is unlikely that a significant proportion of
biodegradable waste will remain.

24

Agricultural Small Area Statistics 2002 to 2009, Welsh Government
Assuming that livestock will only be kept under cover for,
approximately, 6 months of the year.
25
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Table 16: Potential installed capacity from total available
animal slurry resource in Powys in 2026

Table 17: Potential installed capacity from total available
poultry litter resource in Powys in 2026

Animal slurry
Poultry litter
Total livestock [Cattle & Pigs]

211,011
Total poultry

Total slurry [tonnes]

Usable slurry [tonnes]
Required wet tonnes per
MWe
Potential installed capacity
[MWe]

Heat to power ratio

26

1,598,040

1,238,742
Accessible Poultry [80%]

1,278,432

Total litter [tonnes]

53,694

Required tonnes of litter per
MWe

11,000

Potential
capacity [MWe]

4.9

309,686

225,000

1.4

installed

1.5:1
Heat to power ratio

Potential installed capacity
[MWt]

2.1

Potential
capacity [MWt]

1.5
installed
7.3

Poultry Litter
The total number of poultry recorded across Powys have been
27
confirmed as 1,598,040 . The location of existing poultry
farms across Powys have been established and have been
illustrated on the energy opportunity plans. Given the spatial
distribution of poultry farms across Powys, this report has
assumed that 80% of poultry farms could provide poultry litter
for conversion into energy.
Data is available from DEFRA which provides the amount of
28
excreta produced by different types of poultry . This suggests
29
a figure of 42 tonnes of litter per year per 1,000 birds .

26

The number of poultry was taken from the WAG Statistical
Directorate Agricultural Small Areas spreadsheet - worksheet Regions'.
27
Agricultural Small Area Statistics 2002 to 2009, Welsh
Government
28
See the DEFRA leaflets on guidance to famers in Nitrate Vulnerable
Zones, leaflet 3, table 3, see
http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/quality/water/waterquality/diffuse/
nitrate/documents/leaflet3.pdf
29
Based on the figure for laying hens, which is 3.5 tonnes per month

An Anaerobic Digestion plant would be suitable to use poultry
litter to produce both electric and heat. Assuming that 11,000
tonnes of litter per annum are needed to produce 1MWe, and
that the heat to power ratio of an Anaerobic Digestion plant is
1.5 to 1, the potential installed capacity is: 4.9 MWe and 7.3
MWt respectively.
In practice, as the potential capacity is less than 10MWe, it is
unlikely that this would be enough to support a dedicated
poultry litter power plant. However, the resource could be
combined with animal slurry to support an anaerobic digestion
facility of 6.3 MWe.
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Sewage Sludge
The population of Powys in 2026 based on a population trend
between 2000 and 2010 was projected as 140,066. Assuming
that the average amount of sewage produced per person per
year is 0.03 tonnes the total sewage sludge across Powys
equates to circa 4,200 tonnes.
An Anaerobic Digestion plant would be suitable to sewage
sludge to produce both electric and heat. Assuming that
13,000 tonnes of dry solids are needed to produce 1MWe, and
that the heat to power ratio of an AD plant is 1.5 to 1, the
potential installed capacity is: 0.32 MWe and 0.48 MWt
respectively.
Table 18: Potential installed capacity from total available
sewage sludge resource
Sewage Sludge

30

Population [2026]

140,066

Sewage per person [tonnes]

0.03

Total sewage [tonnes]

4,200

Required tonnes of sewage
per MWe

13,000

Potential installed
capacity [MWe]

0.32

At present, about 0.1 MWe is already being generated in the
County, which is just under a third of the available resource.
Given the dispersed settlement patterns across rural Powys it
may be that the remainder of the resource is too dispersed for
generation to be practical, as such it has been assumed that
there is no additional resource available for sewage sludge.

30

Based on a population of 131,300 in Powys in 2010
[www.nomisweb.co.uk] and an average annual change in population of
1.00405 [average population change in Powys between 2000 and
2010].
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Hydro Power Energy Resource

Existing hydro power installations across Powys have a
combined total installed electrical capacity of 8.8 MWe, of which
the Elan Valley Hydro Scheme and the Caban Coch site
generate circa 3.1 MWe and 1.0 MWe respectively. However,
there is significant potential across Powys to deliver additional
renewable electricity.
The Environment Agency has published a study into the
potential for small scale hydro power generation across England
31
and Wales . The results of which have been included within
this study to establish the total potential resource across Powys.
The table below confirms the total potential hydropower capacity
according to their relative environmental sensitivity to
exploitation.
Table 19: Potential hydropower capacity in Powys according
to environmental sensitivity.
Environmental sensitivity

Installed capacity [MWe]

Low

0.1

Medium

1.7

High

51.3

Total

53.0

Given that the existing installed capacity of 8MWe has already
surpassed the predicted uptake of sites with a ‘low’ and ‘medium’
sensitivity, it is suggested that the potential hydro power resource
across Powys could comprise those sites of low and medium
sensitivity as well as 25% of the high sensitivity sites equating to
14.6 MW in total.

31

Mapping Hydropower Opportunities and Sensitivities in England
and Wales: Technical Report, Entec UK on behalf of Environment
Agency [2010]

28
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Solar PV Farms

comprehensive description of the method used for Powys is
given in Appendix E. Constraints include:


Existing built environmental and infrastructure



Environmental and heritage constraints



Slope and topology

Background: Solar Photovoltaic Arrays



Agricultural land classification

Photovoltaic (PV) solar cells / panels generate renewable
electricity from the direct conversion of solar irradiation.
PV is recognised as one of the key technologies in
helping to meet the UK target of 15% renewable energy
from final consumption by 2020. In 2012, 84% of all new
renewable installations across Wales were Solar PV this
figure is expected to increase due to a high level of
interest in larger stand-alone (ground-mounted)
installations.



Areas of broadleaved woodland



Areas of environmental protection



Areas of historic and cultural importance

This section provides a summary assessment of the potential
for Solar PV Farms in the Powys County Council LPA area.

DECC defines a “stand-alone” installation as a “solar
photovoltaic electricity generating facility that is not wired
through a building, or if it is wired through a building, the
building does not have the ability to use 10% or more of
the electricity generated”: this is typically a PV farm
greater then 5MWe installed capacity (though dependent
upon the electricity use of the building it is wired to). This
definition is important as it defines qualifying rate of FiT.
As a relatively new phenomenon there is no standard
agreed approach to constraints mapping for Solar PV
Farms. This section therefore provides an approach,
developed by AECOM on behalf of the Welsh
Government, as to how to undertake a high-level
assessment of the potential solar resource for ‘standalone’ PV farms.
Mapping
Maps have been produced to illustrate at each stage of
the process the application of the method to identify
spatial constraints and opportunities. At each stage, for
ease of reading, maps have been split between northern,
central and southern Powys. Throughout, references will
be made to titles and reference numbers to correspond
with maps contained in the accompanying document
‘Renewable and Low Carbon Energy Assessment –
Maps’

The following maps illustrate the environmental and heritage
constraints to solar PV farm development,
1.

Environmental and Heritage Constraints
a. North
b. Mid
c. South

The performance of a photovoltaic panel system is
directly related to the inclination, orientation and degree
of shading of the panels. For the purposes of refining the
areas suitable for PV farm development, assumptions
have been made on the suitability of slope gradient and
orientation for PV deployment. Data from Ordinance
Survey, Terrain 50 dataset has been used to establish
orientation of slope and potential for shading is contained
within the. The following assumptions have been applied
in this study:
Suitability of sites

Inclinations

All suitable:

0-3 from the
horizontal

Only south-west to south
east facing areas are
suitable. All other
orientations are
considered constrained

Inclinations between
o
3-15 from the
horizontal

All constrained

Inclinations >15 from
the horizontal

o

o

Constraints to solar PV farm resource
To establish the solar PV farm resource across an area,
consideration should be given to the spatial constraints
associated with restrictions associated with buildings and other
infrastructure, environmental and heritage constraints, slope
and topology and land use. This assessment used the
following principal constraints to establish the maximum
potential PV farm energy resource across Powys. A

Applying the above constraints provides a spatial indication of
the maximum accessible ‘stand-alone’ solar PV resource in
Powys. It can be seen with Solar PV farms that, even when all
of the environmental and heritage constraints are removed and
assessed for orientation there remains many sites potentially
available for development. Based on the above slope &
topology, environmental and heritage constraints, the area of
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land that could form a Local Search Area for PV Solar Farms
2
across Powys is identified as 140.27 km .
Solar PV Maps 2 (S2) is as follows:
2.

Orientation with Environmental constraints removed
a. North
b. Mid
c. South

The location of built up areas and existing infrastructure is
often a significant constraint to the deployment of largescale ‘stand-alone’ PV farms and such features and
geographic extents are mapped and excluded. This
means that removing developed areas, sites where there
are existing stand-alone renewable energy technologies
as well as the areas ‘protected’ for wind development e.g.
the SSAs and new LSAs.
In addition, ‘Stand-alone’ large-scale PV farms must be
appropriately sited; this means utilising lower grade
agricultural land (preferably of Agricultural Land
Classification 5 , or promoting the effective use of
contaminated land, brownfield land, and previously
developed / industrial land under national planning policy
recommendations. The aim of this is to protect the best
and most versatile agricultural land; however it is
understood diversification helps to support agriculturally
based businesses, promoting multi-functional use of land,
etc. In all cases potential for benefits is to be weighed
against this criterion.
Once all of these constraints are taken into consideration,
the remaining sites can be defined as ‘unconstrained’ and
these parcels are shown in map S3
3.

Unconstrained Sites
a. North
b. Mid
c. South

The remaining sites after step 3 have been broadly
grouped into areas appropriate for the development of
Solar Farms. These are the Local Search Areas.
4.

Local Search Areas
a. North
b. Mid
c. South

However, in reality, harnessing all of the PV Farm
resource may result in cumulative impacts (these impacts
might include visual, landscape or be constrained by
capacity to feed into the nearest grid connection and/or
buildings), particularly in more rural areas.

After giving consideration to existing agricultural land
classifications (5 only), removing planned new
development, sites of unconstrained wind potential and
any potential solar farm sites < 1.2Ha (unlikely to be
viable), a 3.5km buffer (agreed with Powys County
Council) has been applied around each potential solar
farm development to take into account any cumulative
impact. The result of applying these criteria reduces the
area of land that could form a Local Search Area for PV
2
Solar Farms across Powys to 29.61 km : this is
essentially the theoretical maximum of land that can be
utilised to generate electricity from PV Farms in Powys,
as shown in the following maps (S5).
5.

Local Search Areas with Cumulative Impact
a. North
b. Mid
c. South

A comprehensive description of the method employed to
calculate the theoretical maximum is given in Appendix
D.
It should also be noted that the above assessment ignores
issues of landowner willingness, transport access and available
grid connection and capacity.
According to the DECC UK Solar PV Strategy Part 1:
‘Roadmap to a Brighter Future’, the land area required for
a 1MW fixed-tilt PV array is approximately 6acres (or
2
2.4Ha or 0.024km ). This figure has been utilised to
calculate the potential installed capacity of each
unconstrained site. A cut-off equivalent to 0.5MW (i.e. 3
2)
acres, 1.2Ha or 0.012km has been applied, as any sites
smaller than this are less likely to be viable (commercially
speaking) for development. A capacity factor (CF) of 0.1
has been assumed in order to assess the annual energy
output of the potential installed capacity.
The amount of energy that the potential land area dedicated to
solar PV could produce in Powys is 1,081GWh.
Where areas of land have been indicated as having potential
for PV farms, further detailed studies are required prior to
action. Furthermore, market demand is likely to play a key role
in what, and how much is developed.
In terms of plant, landowner willingness, political will, the
time to complete planning procedures and an economic
distance to the nearest appropriate electricity grid
connection will all be key considerations but are not included
within this assessment.
Solar PV farms are usually situated a small distance away from
residential development though, in some cases, a private wire
feeding electricity to nearby buildings may be viable. Whilst this
will not change the energy outputs of the PV, it may alter the
financial and carbon value of the development.
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This REA has not utilised national grid data but the LPA may
wish to investigate overlaying GIS layers of the energy
networks data available to them.

Potential opportunities for future development
In relation to solar PV farms, potential opportunities for PCC
are:


Investment interest of Energy Services Companies
[ESCOs] may be secured through the identification of
appropriate sites and heat demand



Large scale renewable installations can provide
significant revenue streams to LA’s.

31
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Building Integrated Renewable
Energy Uptake

This section provides a summary assessment of the potential
building integrated renewable [BIR] energy technology uptake
in the Powys County Council LPA area undertaken in 2012.
More detailed assumptions utilised in the BIR analysis can be
found in Appendix E. The assessment is based on the method
32
detailed in ‘Renewable energy: A toolkit for planners ’.
The official definition of micro-generation is given in the Energy
Act 2004 as electricity generating capacity of 50kW or less,
and heat generating capacity of 45kW or less. However, for the
purposes of this study, we are using the broader term Building
Integrated Renewable [BIR]. BIR can include systems that are
larger than micro-generation, such as biomass boilers for
schools, which can be up to 500kW of heat output or more.
However, BIR technologies are still linking to existing or new
buildings and are therefore distinct, in terms of how their
potential can be modelled, from the larger scale stand-alone
technologies.

The potential BIR uptake analysis is formed of two distinct
calculations:


The uptake of BIR in the existing building stock
[residential and non-residential]



The uptake of BIR in future new buildings [residential and
non-residential]

The uptake of BIR in the existing building stock [residential
and non-residential] is primarily driven by the by financial
attractiveness of installing BIR and the ease of retrofit. This
section is based on statistical data from National databases
The uptake of BIR in future new buildings [residential and nonresidential] is predominantly driven by future Building
Regulations and planning policies. This section is based on
the Powys County Council Housing Topic Paper and the
adopted Unitary Development Plan.
These two calculations are brought together to report the total
predicted new and existing BIR RE capacity for Powys broken
down as follows:


By 2015; 2020 and 2026;



Renewable heat and electricity.

The term BIR also excludes those micro-generation
technologies that are not renewable, such as fuel cells [where
the hydrogen is produced from mains gas] and small scale
CHP, using mains gas as the fuel source. This is because, for
the potential purpose of setting area wide renewable energy
targets, we are only interested in the potential uptake of those
micro-generation technologies that are renewable.

The Brecon Beacons National Park [BBNP] accounts for 17%
of the total housing stock and therefore this is applied to the
total predicted capacity to indicate the approximate split of
potential BIR capacity across Powys.

BIR are taken to cover the following technologies:

Existing building stock



Solar photovoltaic [PV] panels



Solar hot water panels



Micro building-mounted wind turbines



Small free standing wind turbines [15 kW]



Micro scale biomass heating [i.e. wood chip or pellet
boilers or stoves]



Ground source heat pumps



Air source heat pumps

Using Census 2001 data and Welsh Statistics we have built up
a year by year timeline of the building stock in Powys from
2001 to 2011. A similar timeline was also generated for
nondomestic buildings [Bulks and Non-Bulks] based on
hereditaments data and council-owned property databases.
This information has been used to establish the age of the
base case 2008 housing stock, and hence make an
assumption on the heat demand of the 2008 base case stock.
By understanding the age of the existing stock, and their heat
demand, the modelling can recognise the increased benefits of
installing renewable heat to older properties that are not as well
insulated, for example.

Our calculation method includes the uptake of non-renewable
micro-generation in order to account for those buildings which
choose to take a non-renewable option. The totals for the low
carbon technologies are reported in Appendix F, but are
excluded from the BIR totals.

32

http://wales.gov.uk/topics/planning/policy/guidanceandleaflets/toolkitfor
planners/?lang=en

BIR uptake in existing buildings

A further analysis is required to establish the proportion of pre1980 housing in the 2008 base case. This is because the
Building Regulations requiring new constructions to reduce
33
their energy consumption was not in force before 1980 and a
higher heating demand is attributed to this proportion of the
2008 base case housing stock. Welsh Statistics provided a
33

UK Building Regulations Part L (2010): Conservation of fuel and
power
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breakdown of the age of the building stock as it was in 2008,
shown in the pie chart below.
The pie chart shows that 70% of the 2008 housing stock was
built before 1981. Combined with the anticipated number of
34
new homes in Powys in the LDP plan period , by the end of
the plan period in 2026, the pre-1980 homes will still account
for 61% of the Powys housing stock. Therefore, finding a low
carbon solution for the older homes in Powys will be vital in
reducing the overall CO2 emissions of Powys by 2026.

The results show that by 2026, the uptake of BIR in existing
buildings in Powys would equate to 16.6 MW, which consists of
15.6 MW from renewable heat and 1.0 MW from renewable
electricity.
The table below summarise this uptake over the key years
2015, 2020 and 2026.
Figure 6: BIR uptake [cumulative] in existing buildings

The calculation for existing building uptake also takes into
account the proportion of buildings in Powys which are in
urban, suburban or rural locations, as well as those which are
flats or houses. The BIR calculation model uses this
information to make assumptions on the sizes of the homes, as
well as their potential for renewable energy such as ground
source heat pumps, which may require a significant amount of
outdoor space. The pie chart below shows the split of housing
35
by urban, suburban or rural classification .
Figure 4: Age of residential stock in Powys [2008]

Table 20: BIR uptake [cumulative] in existing buildings

Building

2015

2020

2026

Residential

4.2

9.3

15.6

Non
Residential

0.0

0.0

0.0

Sub-total

4.2

9.3

15.6

Heat [MW]

Figure 5: Rural/Urban residential split in Powys [2004]

Electricity [MW]

Residential

0.2

0.5

0.8

Non
Residential

0.0

0.1

0.2

Sub-total

0.2

0.6

1.0

Total

4.4

9.9

16.6

Results: BIR uptake in existing buildings

34

A total of 9,138 new homes between 2011 and 2026
35
Rural and Urban Area Classification for Super Output Areas,
2004
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Future new buildings

Figure 7: BIR uptake [cumulative] in future new buildings

For the future new buildings, the uptake is likely to be
predominantly driven by future Building Regulations and
planning policies, requiring new buildings to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions. In particular, and until Welsh Government
consults on unilateral changes to devolved Welsh Building
Regulations, this will be driven by the UK trajectory towards
zero carbon dwellings by 2016 and for zero carbon
nondomestic buildings by 2019. The key factors affecting
uptake of any particular technology for this sector are likely to
be the combination of technical viability, carbon savings, and
the level of capital cost to a developer.
36

For Powys, the Housing Topic Paper sets out a total of 9,138
homes to be built over the LDP period 2011 to 2026. This
equates to around 609 homes per year. However, based on
historic data, Powys has completed only 153 dwellings
between 2008 and 2009. Therefore, the model carried out a
sensitivity analysis based on the uptake depending on the rate
of new build in Powys as follows:


Base scenario: 609 homes per year;



Sensitivity case: 400 homes per year.



Sensitivity case: 200 homes per year.

Results –BIR uptake in future new buildings
The results of the base scenario show that by 2026, the uptake
of BIR in new buildings in Powys could equate to 22.8 MW,
which consists of 15.9 MW from renewable heat and 7.0 MW
from renewable electricity.
However, following consultation with Powys County Council
regarding the modelled development rate of 609 homes per
year; given the historically low development rate, a lower
sensitivity rate of 400 homes per year was considered to be
more appropriate for this assessment. Therefore, the uptake of
BIR in new buildings in Powys could equate to 16.5 MW, which
consists of 11.3 MW from renewable heat and 5.2 MW from
renewable electricity.
The figure and table opposite summarise this uptake over the
key years 2015, 2020 and 2026 for a build out rate of 400
homes per year.
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Appendix 2 Draft Population and Housing Topic Paper [August
2011]

Table 21: BIR uptake [cumulative] in future new buildings

Building

2015

2020

2026

Residential

3.4

5.8

8.6

Non
Residential

1.1

1.8

2.7

Sub-total

4.5

7.6

11.3

Heat [MW]

Electricity [MW]

Residential

0.5

1.7

3.4

Non
Residential

0.6

1.2

1.8

Sub-total

1.1

2.9

5.2

Total

5.6

10.5

16.5
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2015 BIR uptake review

Overall total for BIR uptake
This study has found that there is the potential to exploit a
range of micro-generation technologies across the region.
Based on the modelling assumptions used, the economically
viable capacity for micro-generation technologies in Powys is
circa 15.8 MWt and 6.1 MWe. In most cases the potential is not
spatially determined but is instead constrained by the size of
the existing and future building stock.
The breakdown of estimated potential uptake in installed
capacity and generated energy for Powys in years 2015, 2020
and 2026 is shown in the table below.
Table 22: Total potential BIR uptake [cumulative] across
Powys
Building

2015

2020

2025

Heat [MW]

Since undertaking this analysis in 2012, data extracted
from Ofgem datasets relating to FiT and RHI has
revealed uptake predictions to have been conservative.
Uptake of renewable electricity up to the end March 2016
has been 10.1MW (compared with 1.3MW predicted for
end 2015) and 68.8MW of renewable heat (compared
with 8.7MW predicted).
The full analysis has not been re-run but rather the
following method applied. The Fit and RHI figures have
been used instead of the 2015 ‘predicted’ figure and then
the modelled increases (as per the 2012 assessment)
added to give a revised 2025 prediction. The revised
figures are as follows:

Building

2015

2020

2025

Existing
building

4.2

9.3

4.5

Heat [MW]

Future new
building

4.5

7.6

11.3

Existing
building

68.8

73.9

79.1

Sub-total

8.7

16.9

15.8

Future new
building

-

2.1

3.7

Sub-total

68.8

76.0

82.8

Electricity [MW]
Existing
building

0.2

0.6

0.9

Electricity [MW]

Future new
building

1.1

2.9

5.2

Existing
building

10.1

10.5

10.8

Sub-total

1.3

3.5

6.1

Future new
building

-

1.8

4.1

Total

10.0

20.4

21.9

Sub-total

10.1

12.3

14.9

Total

78.9

88.3

97.7
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Summary of Potential Renewable
Energy Solutions

The maximum potential renewable electrical and thermal
installed capacity across Powys in 2026 was calculated as
circa 3,440MWe and circa 247MWt.

Table 23: Potential renewable energy resource in Powys in
2026
Resource

The total potential electrical capacity is dominated by potential
solar PV farm and wind energy deployment, with contributions
from Biomass CHP, Anaerobic Digestion plants, hydro power
sites, and building integrated renewable technologies (e.g.
roof-mounted solar PV). However, the figure for wind energy
and solar farm PV represents a maximum potential resource
(when cumulative impact is considered) and assumes that all
potential areas would be developed.

Electricity [MWe]

Thermal [MWt]

1,124

-

Biomass

46

154

Energy from
Waste

7

11

Hydro

15

-

Solar PV Farms

1,234

-

Building
Integrated

15

83

Total

42,441

247

37

Wind

The total potential thermal capacity across Powys in 2026 is
dominated by potential energy crops for CHP and wood fuel
resource used in biomass boilers for heating only at circa
90.52MWt (45.26MWe) and 62.5 MWt respectively. Potential
uptake from building integrated renewable energy technologies
could equate to a further 19 MWt. Waste heat derived from
EfW and Anaerobic Digestion plants associated with,
commercial and industrial waste, and animal slurry contributed
to the remaining potential.

37

This figure includes the current planning applications (consented is
considered as existing) being considered within the SSA plus the
resource in the wider county.
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Identifying the Local Planning
Authority Wide Contribution to the
National Targets

Table 24: Capacity factors for renewable and low carbon
technologies

The results of the area wide resource assessment provide an
indication of the potential installed capacity for different
technologies (in MW) that can be supported by the available
resource.
The UK renewable energy target for 2020 is expressed in
terms of a percentage of energy demand. In order to identify
the potential contribution of Powys to meeting this target,
estimation is required of how much energy the potential
capacity might generate.
A simple and well established way of doing this is to use
capacity factors [as referred to as load factors]. These factors,
which vary by technology, are a measure of how much energy
a generating station will typically produce in a year for any
given installed capacity. This reflects the fact that the installed
capacity is a measure of the maximum amount of power that a
generating station can produce at any given moment.
However, for reasons to do with either fuel availability, the
need for maintenance downtime, or, for heat generating plant,
a lack of heat demand at certain times of day or year, the
capacity factor is always less than 1.
The annual energy output can be calculated by multiplying the
installed capacity by its capacity factor and the number of
hours in a year [8,760].

Technology

Capacity Factor

Onshore wind

0.27

Biomass [electricity]

0.9

Biomass [heat]

0.5

Hydropower

0.37

Energy from Waste
[electricity]

0.9

Energy from Waste [heat]

0.5

Landfill gas

0.60

Sewage gas

0.42

BIR [electricity]

0.1

BIR [thermal]

0.2
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A summary of the different capacity factors for different
technologies is given in the table overleaf.
Energy generated from potential renewable sources
Energy generated from existing renewable sources
The total electrical energy that is currently being generated
across Powys (or will be when all currently consented projects
and those under construction are built) from renewable and low
carbon energy technologies is circa 810 GWh, which equates
to circa 133% of the total electrical consumption across Powys
in 2008 and 134% of the total predicted electrical consumption
across Powys in 2026. Electricity generation from large scale
wind accounts for circa 740 GWh, 121% of total electrical
consumption across Powys in 2008 or 122% of predicted
electrical consumption across Powys in 2026.
The total thermal energy that is currently being generated
across Powys from renewable and low carbon energy
technologies is circa 146 GWh, which equates to circa 7.8% of
the total thermal consumption across Powys in 2008 and 7.6%
of the total predicted thermal consumption across Powys in
2026.

The maximum potential electrical energy that could be
generated across Powys from renewable and low carbon
energy technologies (including existing and potential) in 2026
is circa 5,029 GWh, which equates to circa 30% of the total
electrical consumption across Wales in 2008. However,
excluding the contribution from renewable wind, the total
potential renewable electricity that could be generated by 2026
is circa 1631 GWh.
The maximum potential thermal energy that could be
generated across Powys from renewable and low carbon
energy technologies in 2026 is circa 1,014 GWh.
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Capacity factors derived from the Planning for Renewable and Low
Carbon Energy - A Toolkit for Planners.
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Table 25: Existing large scale renewable energy generated
in Powys
Technology

Electricity [MWh]

Thermal [MWh]

Biomass

19,710

24,966

Hydropower

Landfill Gas

Wind Power

28,523

11,038

739,598

-

-

Total

800,709

24,966

Table 26: Existing small-scale renewable energy
generated in Powys

Biomass

175

Heat Pumps

-

Photovoltaic

Solar Thermal

Wind Power
Total

Electricity [MW]

MWh generated

1,124

2,658,485

Biomass

46

362,664

Energy from
Waste

7

55,188

Hydro

15

48,618

Solar PV Farms

1,234

1,080,984

Building
Integrated

15

13,140

Total

2,441

4,219,079

Wind

-

1,840

Electricity [MWh]

Resource

-

Other

Technology

Table 27: Potential renewable electricity generated in
Powys in 2026

Thermal [MWh]

Table 28: Potential renewable heat generated in Powys in
2026

Resource

Capacity [MWt]

MWh generated

Biomass

154

674,520

Energy from
Waste

11

48,180

Building
Integrated

83

145,416

Total

248

868,116

8147

-

526
8848

120,538
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Setting LPA wide renewable energy targets
The above figures represent a theoretical maximum renewable
energy resource that could be delivered by 2026 and it may be
that developers will not come forward to deliver or more
detailed individual site studies will constrain the figures further.
The tables below detail the approach taken by Powys to
establish realistic targets on the proportion of renewable
electricity and thermal energy that could be delivered across
Powys in 2026.
For larger scale electricity generation, new Local Search Areas
(LSAs) will be established in addition to the existing Strategic
Search Areas (SSAs) to encourage wind development of
between 5MW and 25MW: these sites will be protected for
wind development. LSAs have also been identified for Solar
PV Farms but, given the availability of the solar resource, are
identified to assist developers rather than being afforded the
‘protected’ status: wind and solar PV is the primary strategy for
delivering renewable energy generation in Powys.
Renewable heat is, by nature dependent upon a demand for its
use. The demand for heat in Powys is limited and dispersed
and therefore does not lend itself to the generation of large
quantities of renewable heat in the county. However, the
county does have considerable potential to produce energy
crop and woody biomass which could facilitate neighbouring
areas of Wales to generate renewable heat where there is
demand. Powys could gear up for this role by developing its
supply chain to deliver biomass generated Combined Heat and
Power and renewable heat to building stock (both nondomestic and residential) wherever appropriate: this will be
secured through an invite by the Council for developers to
consider these options as part of the planning process.
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Table 29: Resource summary table for renewable electricity in 2026

Capacity
Factor

Additional
Existing Energy
Percentage
Potential for
delivered by
Generated
Energy
2026
[MWh]
Generated [MWh]

Total Additional
Potential for
Renewable
Energy Delivered
by 2026 [GWh]

46

0.90

19,710

362,664

5%

18

0.0

7

0.90

0

55,188

5%

3

Hydropower

8.8

15

0.37

28,523

48,618

30%

14

Landfill Gas

2.1

0

0.60

11,038

0

100%

0

Wind Power

312.7

1,124

0.27

739,598

2,658,485

25%

665

Solar PV Farms -

1,234

0.10

-

1,080,984

50%

540

Other

0.5

0

0.45

1,971

0

100%

0

BIR

10.1

15

0.10

8,848

13,140

25%

3

Total

336.7

2,441

-

809,688

4,219,079

-

1,243

Energy
Technology

Existing
Installed
Capacity
[MW]

Potential
Installed
Capacity
[MW]

Biomass [CHP]

2.5

Energy from
Waste

Projected electrical energy demand [2026]

606

Percentage electricity demand in 2026 potentially met by renewable energy resource

205%
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Table 30: Resource summary table for renewable heat in 2026

Capacity
Factor

Additional
Existing Energy
Percentage
Potential for
delivered by
Generated
Energy
2026
[MWh]
Generated [MWh]

Total Additional
Potential for
Renewable
Energy Delivered
by 2026 [GWh]

154

0.5

24,966

674,520

5%

34

11

0.5

0

48,180

10%

5

Energy
Technology

Existing
Installed
Capacity
[MW]

Potential
Installed
Capacity
[MW]

Biomass [CHP]

5.7

Energy
Waste

from 0.0

BIR

60.4

83

0.2

120,538

145,416

25%

36

Total

66.1

248

-

145,504

868,116

-

75

Projected thermal energy demand [2026]

1,463

Percentage thermal demand in 2026 potentially met by renewable energy resource

5%
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Energy opportunity assessment

This component of the REA considers some of the issues
associated with mapping opportunities for the utilisation of
renewable and low carbon heat. The analysis of the extent
to which the utilisation of heat is viable, or likely to be viable,
comprises a number of levels of complexity ranging from:


Heat opportunities mapping



Developing an energy opportunities plan for district
heating networks



Assessing the technical and financial viability of district
heating networks

The reason for the different levels of complexity relates to the
timing of when each level of analysis should be employed. For
instance, heat opportunities mapping provides sufficient levels
of detail for sieving candidate sites and to set a policy requiring
a developer to investigate a DHN. Any policy requiring specific
site/building CO2 reduction targets, or connections to DHN,
requires a more detailed economic and technical appraisal.

Background



Energy demand can be estimated from the types of
proposed buildings, the quantity of development and the
energy efficiency level. Energy efficiency can reduce the
energy consumption, so it is important to estimate the
future requirements in this regard.



The locations of new development will be needed for
assessments of strategic opportunities.

Identifying anchor “heat” loads [AHLs]
‘Anchor heat loads’ pertain to existing buildings with an energy
demand that could provide economically viable and practical
opportunities for utilising heat. It is known as an ‘anchor’ load
because further opportunities [e.g. from nearby buildings] may
arise for connecting nearby buildings to the original anchor
load.
An ‘AHL’ therefore refers to a non-residential energy demand
that can act as a base for a District Heating [DH] schemes
Buildings that are located near to a point load [such as social
housing, etc] and which may benefit from and contribute to the
viability of DH schemes are known as a ‘cluster’. A ‘cluster’
usually refers to a mix of social housing and non-residential
buildings which, together, represent opportunities due to their:


Complementary energy demand profile



Planned development programme



Commitment to reduce CO2 emissions

There are a number of reasons for identifying and
understanding the nature of existing and future energy demand
and infrastructure:

The identification of AHLs and clusters requires the mapping
of:





Buildings owned by organisations with corporate climate
change mitigation policies and an active commitment to
reducing their carbon footprint, and;



Planned new development / refurbishment by the ‘anchor
heat load’ organisation. New development is likely to be
the catalyst for such change. CHP / DH schemes are most
cost-effective when installed as part of new development
rather than retro-fitting.



Social housing schemes. These organisations are often
tasked with achieving greater than the minimum
environmental performance standards. The inclusion of

Identification of public sector buildings to act as anchor
‘heat’ loads [AHLs]



To know the energy densities of particular areas. New
CHP/District Heating technology installations are more
likely to be economically viable in areas of high density
energy demand but can be more complex to install. This
data assists with the identification of sites with significant
potential



The proportions of the relative demand for electricity and
heat are also useful indicators as to what type of LZC
technology might be appropriate in a particular area.



Areas of high density energy demand may not always
present the greatest opportunities. Energy density data
needs to be combined with other data, such as the nature
of energy demand, the composition of building types and
uses, the accessible renewable energy resource, land and
building ownership, existing infrastructure and any
proposed development in order to isolate the greatest
opportunity. These opportunities should also be reviewed
against community priorities to align delivery to local
requirements.

such developments in DH/CHP schemes often enhance
the energy profile to provide further evening, weekend and
night time energy demands.
AHLs can help a CHP/DH schemes to become a realistic
prospect and there are usually particular conditions that need
to be in place, such as planned new development and / or a
commercial building / group of buildings with a significant
demand for heat and / or with an energy profile suitable for the
installation of a CHP unit.
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Given the responsibilities placed upon local authorities and the
public sector in general for driving the climate change
mitigation agenda, AHL’s are often provided by buildings such
as council administration centres, leisure buildings [particularly
those with swimming pools] and hospitals; although shopping
arcades and precincts have also been utilised in this way.

particularly attractive in relation to natural gas, these
increased costs may enable the development of a solid
business case for the installation of building integrated
LZC technologies.


The reason DH schemes are often not developed in rural
locations is often the same as the reason why the gas
network has also not been extended – financial viability. It
is the case however that rural housing can contribute to
providing a useful energy demand profile to
counterbalance the energy demands of commercial
organisations [daytime requirement only] that may have
installed CHP or plant large enough to supply DH scheme.



CHP / DH fired by alternative fuels such as waste or
biomass are often located in rural areas or on the urban
fringe due to the space requirements necessitated by
storage and vehicle access. They also tend to be located
on industrial estates which offer opportunities to co-locate
complementary businesses.

When it is proposed that private commercial buildings provide
an ‘AHL’ the issue of ‘ownership’ is not as significant as when
residential units are proposed for this role. The reason for this
is that it is often impractical for developers to have to negotiate
with many individual private householders whereas social
landlords can more readily act on behalf of their tenants.
Investment interest of ESCOs may be secured through the
identification of an anchor ‘heat’ load with the intention of
development into a DH scheme.

Social Housing Associations in Powys
Housing Associations covering Powys include:

The maps within this Renewable Energy Assessment do not
show off gas areas due to lack of access to data. However, it is
recognised that given the rural nature of Powys, a significant
number of properties outside of larger settlements are likely to
be ‘off gas’.



Bromford & Carinthia Housing Association



Clwyd Alyn HA



CT Cantref



CT Clwyd

GIS mapping of these areas could be completed by Powys
County Council.



First Choice Housing Association

Mapping residential heat demand and density



Glamorgan & Gwent HA



Gwalia Housing Group



Melin Homes

A report for DECC suggests that DHNs are not feasible
2
unless a heat demand is present of at least 3MW/km . ‘Density’
of heat demand refers to kiloWatt hour [kWh] / square
2
kilometre [km ] of heat energy consumed in dwellings.



Mid-Wales HA

Information relating to heat densities can be used to inform:



Newydd HA





Wales & West HA

The identification of AHLs by providing, or adding to, a
viable opportunity for the introduction of renewable heat



A mix of buildings and energy uses which, together,
represent a potential complementary energy demand
profile [dwellings providing evening, weekend and night
time energy demands as opposed to the normal weekday
energy demands of commercial organisations]



The identification of opportunities relating to social housing
providers who are often tasked with achieving greater than
the minimum environmental performance standards.

The location of social housing is given in the energy
opportunity plans at the end of this section.

39

Identifying off gas areas
Off gas areas refer to those areas not served by the gas mains
network with the result being that many residents and, less
often, businesses often utilise less economic and more
polluting fuels for heat and Domestic Hot Water [DHW]. In the
case of dwellings, this can be a contributing factor to fuel
poverty. There are several important reasons for identifying
these areas, namely:


The use of fuels other than natural gas for heat and DHW
often incur additional cost to the user. Whereas the
economic case [at the time of writing] for the installation of
renewable heat energy technologies may not be

When allocating quantities of energy to dwellings or other types
of buildings it is a useful check to look at national sources of
data to ensure figures are broadly supported and to check
whether annual energy consumptions are above or below
national average. Above national average consumption may

39

The Potential and Costs of District Heating Networks. A Report
to the Department of Energy and Climate Change, April 2009
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indicate lack of energy saving education or a higher proportion
of poorly insulated buildings, etc.

payback and the potential CO2 reductions are proportionately
better than when considered against natural gas.

When allocating energy consumptions to buildings Technical
Memorandum [TM] 46 conversions used are average figures
for particular buildings assuming particular fuels are employed
[e.g. natural gas is used for heating]. Outputs from this REA
achieve greater accuracy and add considerable value to
functionality due to the age and type of buildings, particularly
dwellings, being identified.

The inclusion of an analysis of fuel poverty in this REA will
hopefully add value by assisting Powys County Council in its
targeting of resources to address fuel poverty and this REA
might be integrated with other tools to assess potentially
effective ways of addressing the issue.

The importance of identifying residential heat demand and
density pertains to:

Energy Efficiency Retrofit Programmes
Over the next decade, investment into the sector in Wales
will also come from:



The potential demand for heat in any one particular area



Nest – Wales’ demand led fuel poverty scheme



Contributing to the identification of AHLs



The Welsh Housing Quality Standard



Feeding into the analysis of potential LZC solutions
Residential heat demand across Powys



Feed-In-Tariffs



Renewable Heat Incentive



Green Deal



Energy Act – giving landlords the responsibility of
improving the energy efficiency of the private rented sector
by 2018



Energy supplier obligations.

Based on the amended DECC energy consumption data for
Powys, there were no Lower Level Super Output Areas
[LLSOA] that had a heat density that would be considered
sufficient for viable connection to district heating networks.
2
Two LLSOA had a heat density of greater than 2MW/km ,
including Newtown Central, and Ystradgynlais [2.28 and 2.62
2
MW/km respectively]. Therefore our existing heat demand
map for Powys does not display LLSOA with a heat density
below this threshold.

Around £1bn over the next decade is likely to be invested into
the energy performance of Welsh homes.

Identifying areas of high fuel poverty
Fuel poverty is a key concern of national governments and
local authorities alike. Local authorities, including Powys
County Council, produce reports relating to the number of
people or households regarded as ‘fuel poor’. Often, it is those
living in rural parts of the country who suffer disproportionately
from fuel poverty and this is attributable to a number of factors.
For example, typically, wages are lower than for those
employed in more urban areas, there is often a higher
proportion of unemployed and fewer job opportunities, etc. A
greater proportion of households are not connected to mains
services and pay higher prices for fuels such as Liquefied
Petroleum Gas [LPG] and heating oil. The combination of
factors means that energy bills can constitute a greater
proportion of the household costs than for many urban
households.
A contributory factor of fuel poverty can also be the lack of
energy infrastructure in rural locations. Often gas networks
have not been connected in very rural areas due to high capital
cost in relation to revenue generated. This means that
residents of rural locations are forced to seek alternatives to
natural gas such as LPG, heating oil or some form of solid fuel.
The upside is that where the installation of a renewable energy
technology is considered in such locations the economic

Identifying existing DHN & CHP schemes and sources of
waste heat
It is important to establish existing energy infrastructure as it
may provide opportunities for expanded connectivity or
increased efficiency / viability. Identification of current utilisation
of renewable energy resources is covered by this Renewable
Energy Assessment, including the current proportion of
potential area wide targets being met.
The utilisation of current sources of waste heat can provide
opportunities to improve fuel efficiency and secure CO2
emission reductions. Extending existing infrastructure to
additional users can increase the viability of a particular
scheme.

What is a DHN
A District Heating Network [DHN] is the term given to a system
providing multiple individual buildings with heat generated from
a single source. The source is generally a building known as
an energy centre in which heat can either be generated from
traditional fossil fuels [from a boiler] or from a low carbon
source such as biomass.
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Heat can be transmitted as hot water, or in some cases steam,
along buried pipes to a number of buildings in the local area.
The pipes are known as heat mains. A heat exchanger located
in each building enables the delivery of heat.
New controllers are provided (very similar to those fitted and
linked with gas boilers) to operate the system and buildings
can retain usually retaintheir internal distribution system (e.g.
radiators).
Heat is metered and billed to consumers in much the same
way that gas or electricity is. This is combined with a service
charge to cover maintenance of the shared distribution system
(electricity and gas bills also incorporate a charge for these
services).
What is a CHP
Combined heat and power [CHP] is simply where the energy
centre produces heat as a by-product of electricity generation.
The heat is used to supply the DH network in the conventional
way, whilst the electricity is either sold locally or onto the
wholesale electricity market. The heat from CHP units can also
be used to meet cooling demands via the use of absorption
chillers. This can involve either a centralised chiller, distributing
“coolth” via a chilled water network, or decentralised absorption
chillers in individual buildings. This approach is sometimes
referred to as “tri-generation” or CCHP [Combined Cooling
Heat and Power].
Existing DHN and CHP schemes in Powys
The UK Heatmap [DECC] confirms that there are no large
scale heat loads [including CHP sites] in Powys. This is further
confirmed by the Ofgem [Renewable Obligation Certificates]
database. However, Powys County Council confirmed that
planning permission had been granted to 2.5 MWe biomass
CHP system at Potter’s Recycling, Welshpool, of which circa 5
MWt of waste heat could potentially be utilised.

Developing an Energy Opportunity Plan for DHNs
The bringing together of various data layers described above,
together with the location of candidate sites for new
development, informs the development of an ‘Energy
Opportunities Plan’. Energy opportunity plans for northern
Powys, Central Powys and Southern Powys are provided
below.
An updated Energy Opportunities Plan has been produced for
this Renewable Energy Assessment replacing Candidate Sites
with proposed LDP allocations. In terms of opportunities for
District Heating connected to residential dwellings, the change
from candidate to allocated sites has reduced viability in all
locations. The sites allocated to employment land are potential
opportunities but securing district heating will be particularly
dependent upon the types of building uses / processes that colocate. New Heat Opportunities maps are presented for the two
towns considered to have the greatest, albeit likely not viable
opportunity. The maps are presented in the map companion
document to this REA.
Evaluation of District Heating Network Opportunities
The development of the energy opportunity plans for northern
Powys, Central Powys and Southern Powys enabled AECOM
and Powys County Council to identify clusters of candidate
sites located in close proximity to existing public sector
buildings with a potentially suitable demand for heat..
Following consultation with Powys County Council, three towns
were identified that have potential for a heat network, namely:


Llanidloes;



Welshpool;



Newtown.

An evaluation of district heating network opportunities at
Llanidloes, Welshpool and Newtown is given in the supporting
document titled: District Heating Network Evaluation of Site
Clusters.
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Appendix A: Wind Energy Resource
Methodology

Heritage Constraints
AECOM have assumed that there will be no wind energy
potential in the following national and regional historically
designated areas:


Within the tip height [120m] of any Scheduled Monuments
[CADW]

The following methodology was used to establish the
maximum potential wind energy resource across Powys.



Within the tip height [120m] of any Listed Buildings
[CADW]

Typology of wind turbine used for the assessment

Physical Constraints

AECOM have assumed that the following type of onshore wind
turbine be used for this assessment:

Transport Infrastructure



Rated output: 2MW



Hub height: 80m



Rotor diameter: 80m



Height to blade tip at highest point [tip height]: 120m

Average Annual Wind Speeds
AECOM have assumed that there is no wind energy potential
in areas with an average annual wind speed of less than
6.0m/s at 45m height above ground level, based on the UK
AAWS database as reported by DECC.


AECOM have assumed that there will be no wind energy
potential within the following distances of key transport
infrastructure as identified by OS Strategi Data:


170m [tip height plus 50m] of Motorways [based on OS
Strategi]



170m [tip height plus 50m] of Primary Roads [based on
OS Strategi]



170m [tip height plus 50m] of Railway Lines [based on OS
Strategi]



132m [tip height plus 10%] of A-Roads [based on OS
Strategi]



132m [tip height plus 10%] of B-Roads [based on OS
Straegi]

Minimum AAWS: 6.0m/s at 45m agl.

Environmental and Heritage Constraints

Other Physical Constraints

Environmental Constraints

AECOM have assumed that there will be no wind energy
potential within the following distances from inland waters as
identified by OS Strategi Data:

AECOM have assumed that there will be no wind energy
potential in the following national and regional environmentally
designated areas:



Major River [assumed 10m wide] [based on OS Strategi]



Secondary River [assumed 5m wide] [based on OS
Strategi]



National Nature Reserves [NNR]



RAMSAR Sites



Special Areas of Conservation [SAC]



Minor River [assume 5m wide] [based on OS Strategi]



Special Protection Areas [SPA]



Canals [assume 5m wide] [based on OS Strategi]



Sites of Special Scientific Interest [SSSI]



Lakes [based on OS Strategi]



Broad Leaved Woodland [based on National Forest
Inventory]

Residential Noise Constraints



Local Nature Reserves

AECOM have assumed that there will be no wind energy
potential in the following residential areas:


500m from residential properties [as defined by the LLPG]
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Aviation and Radar Constraints
AECOM have assumed that there will be no wind energy
potential in the following CAA and MoD aviation exclusion
zones as identified within the CAA Visual Flight Rules [VFR]
Charts:


Controlled Airspace [including military aircraft low flying
zones, or Tactical Training Areas]



UK Aerodrome Traffic Zones



Military Aerodrome Traffic Zones



High Intensity Radio Transmission Areas



Aerodromes with instant approach procedures outside
controlled airspace
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Appendix B: Biomass Energy Resource
Methodology

The following methodology was used to establish the maximum
potential renewable energy resource as derived from Energy Crops
across Powys.

Proposed Environmental and Heritage Constraints
AECOM excluded the following designated areas from land that
could be allocated for energy crops in Powys.


Grades 1, 2, 3a & 5 Agricultural Land



National Forest



Scheduled Monuments



Historic Parks and Gardens



National Nature Reserve



Special Area of Conservation [SAC]



Special Protection Area [SPA]



Site of Special Scientific Interest [SSSI]

AECOM noted that there is a single Nitrate Vulnerable Zones
located in Powys [circa 2km west of Bishop’s Castle,
2
Shropshire]. However, the NVZ is circa 0.25 km in area and
as such is not considered to have any strategic importance
with regards to establishing the total potential biomass energy
crop resource across the whole of Powys.
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Appendix C: Energy from Waste
Resource Methodology

2024

1,106,458

325,681

396,473

2025

1,150,716

317,359

402,640

2026

1,196,745

309,248

408,903

Total Waste for North Wales
The table below confirms the reported waste arising by
waste stream for North Wales up to and including 2013.
The average annual change in waste consumption was
used to project the total waste arising up to 2026.
Table C.1: Total MSW, and C&I Waste arising across
40
North Wales

Total Waste for North Powys
The North Wales Regional Waste Plan confirmed the
proportion of MSW and C&I waste that was allocated to
North Powys in 1998/99 as 6.11% and 6.16% respectively.
Thus the total MSW across North Powys in 2026 was
calculated as 73,159 tonnes, and the total C&I waste was
calculated as 44,216 tonnes.

Year

Municipal
Solid Waste

Industrial

Commercial

2004

504,973

546,663

291,208

Total Waste for South Powys

2005

525,172

530,263

297,032

2006

546,179

514,355

302,973

2007

568,026

498,924

309,032

2008

590,747

483,957

315,213

The South Wales Regional Waste Plan confirmed that the
total MSW across South Powys in 2022 was 44,382 tonnes.
However, the amount of MSW was predicted to remain the
same since 2015, as such this figure was assumed to also
represent the total predicted MSW for South Powys at
2026.

2009

614,377

469,438

321,517

2010

638,952

457,233

326,661

2011

664,510

447,174

330,581

2012

691,090

439,124

333,226

2013

718,734

432,977

334,559

Total Waste for Powys

2014

747,483

421,912

339,763

2015

777,383

411,130

345,048

The total MSW across Powys at 2026 was predicted to be
117,541 tonnes

2016

808,478

400,623

350,416

2017

840,817

390,385

355,867

2018

874,450

380,409

361,403

2019

909,428

370,687

367,024

2020

945,805

361,214

372,734

2021

983,637

351,983

378,532

2022

1,022,983

342,988

384,420

2023

1,063,902

334,223

390,400

40

North Wales Regional Waste Plan 1 Review

The total C&I waste for South Powys was predicted up to
and including 2021. The average reduction in C&I waste
over this period was calculated to be 378 tonnes per
annum. Based on the reported 2021 figure of 35,765
tonnes, the projected 2026 figure for C&I waste across
South Wales was calculated as 33,875 tonnes.

The total C&I waste across Powys at 2026 was predicted to
be 78,090 tonnes
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Appendix D: Solar PV Farms

The following methodology was used to establish the
maximum potential solar PV farm energy resource across
Powys.

Environmental and Heritage Constraints
Environmental Constraints
AECOM have assumed that there will be no solar PV farm
energy potential in the following national and regional
environmentally designated areas:



170m of Railway Lines [based on OS
Strategi]



132m of A-Roads [based on OS Strategi]



132m of B-Roads [based on OS
Straegi]

Other Physical Constraints
AECOM have assumed that there will be no solar PV farm
energy potential near inland waters as identified by OS
Strategi Data:


Major River [10m] [based on OS Strategi]



Secondary River [5m] [based on OS
Strategi]



National Nature Reserves [NNR]



Minor River [5m] [based on OS Strategi]



RAMSAR Sites



Canals [5m] [based on OS Strategi]



Special Areas of Conservation [SAC]



Lakes [based on OS Strategi]



Special Protection Areas [SPA]



Sites of Special Scientific Interest [SSSI]

Residential Constraints



Broad Leaved Woodland [based on National Forest
Inventory]

AECOM have assumed that there will be no solar PV
energy potential in the following residential areas:



Local Nature Reserves



500m from residential properties [as defined by the
LLPG]

Heritage Constraints

Aviation and Radar Constraints

AECOM have assumed that there will be no solar PV farm
energy potential in the following national and regional
historically designated areas:

AECOM have assumed that there will be no solar PV farm
energy potential in the following CAA and MoD aviation
exclusion zones as identified within the CAA Visual Flight
Rules [VFR] Charts:



Within 120m of any Scheduled Monuments
[CADW]



Controlled Airspace [including military aircraft low flying
zones, or Tactical Training Areas]

Within 120m of any Listed Buildings
[CADW]



UK Aerodrome Traffic Zones



Military Aerodrome Traffic Zones

Physical Constraints



High Intensity Radio Transmission Areas

Transport Infrastructure

Aerodromes with instant approach procedures outside
controlled airspace



AECOM have assumed that there will be no solar PV farm
energy potential within the following distances of key
transport infrastructure as identified by OS Strategi Data:


170m of Motorways [based on OS Strategi]



170m of Primary Roads [based on
OS Strategi]
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Appendix E: Building Integrated
Renewable Energy Uptake
Modelling



Whether the garden needs to be dug up [for ground
source heat pumps installation in homes]; and



Whether additional indoor ‘cupboard’ space is needed
[for micro-CHP units in homes, as the technology is
typically larger than the generator being replaced].

The model accounts for projected real [i.e. excluding
inflation] changes in costs and prices over time.
This Appendix sets out the methodology and assumptions
behind the micro generation uptake modelling. Renewable
and low carbon technologies are included in the calculation
methodology in order to represent the decisions made by
the building owners. However, the non-renewable uptakes
are excluded from the totals presented in the main report.

Micro generation uptake in existing stock
The potential uptake of renewable micro generation
technologies in the existing housing stock and in the bulk of
the existing non-residential building stock in was projected
using a spreadsheet model developed by AECOM. This
forecasts the uptake of micro generation technologies
based on information about:







The rates at which ‘Primary’ systems come up for
necessary replacement and at which ‘Discretionary’
purchases are considered;
The current housing stock and non-residential building
stock;
The identity and attributes of ‘Primary’ heating system
options [including some renewable energy] and of
‘Discretionary’ renewable energy systems; and
The relationship between system attributes [including
cost and ‘nuisance’ factors] and purchasing decisionmaking – the Choice Model.

Installations in new homes and new non-residential
buildings are subject to different drivers and were
considered separately in this Appendix.

Rate of consideration for Primary and Discretionary
systems
It is assumed in the model that householders or landlords
may purchase micro generation technologies in one of two
situations:
Firstly, as the ‘Primary’ heating system for a home, as a
necessary replacement for a previous heat generator that
has reached the end of its life. Once homes reach an age
equal to the typical service life of a boiler, it is assumed that
a fixed percentage of homes need a new primary heat
generator each year. The replacement rate is assumed to
be 6% per year. As the replacement is ‘of necessity’, it is
assumed that one of the list of suitable heating options must
be selected;


Condensing gas boiler,



Condensing oil boiler,



Condensing LPG boiler,



Direct electric heating,



Ground source heat pump,



Air source heat pump,



Stirling engine CHP,



Fuel cell CHP [non-residential only],



Biomass pellet boiler, or



Biomass woodchip boiler. Secondly, as a
‘Discretionary’ purchase where the status quo is not to
have a micro generator, and therefore one of the
‘system’ options is not to install one. By definition,
Discretionary systems may be purchased at any time.
The assumption made in the model is that 10% of
households and businesses consider purchasing a
microgeneration system each year.

The system attributes assumed to influence purchasing
decisions are:


Capital cost;



Net annual energy costs: electricity & heating fuel
costs [after any renewable energy savings] minus any
incomes from feed in tariffs, renewable heat incentive
and exports of electricity to the grid;



Annual maintenance costs;



Whether fuel storage is required [e.g. for biomass
pellets or woodchip];

The following Discretionary generator options are included
in the model:


Micro-wind turbines



Small wind turbines



Solar water heating



Solar PV
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The percentage split by age was based on information
42
provided directly from Welsh Statistics for the 2008
dwelling stock in Powys.



Percentage by tenure was based on Households
[UV63] Census 2001 data for Powys Unitary Authority,
and compared against similar statistics reported in the
Draft Population and Housing Topic Paper.



The percentage split by rurality was based on ruralurban designation of Middle Super Output Areas
obtained through a custom query on the
Neighbourhood Statistics portal of the Office of
National Statistics website.



The percentage split by gas network connectivity was
based on data published on
http://www.energyefficiencywales.org.uk/targetwales.p
hp for the Targeting Energy Efficiency in Wales project.

Existing building stock
The rates of consideration are combined with data on the
building stock to determine the number of primary heat
generator replacements being selected and the number of
discretionary purchases of micro generators being
considered each year.
System suitability for non-residential buildings is assumed
to depend only on building type. For homes, the suitability
of technology options depends on:


Home type [house or flat],



Age [pre-1980, 1981 – 2005 or 2006 – 2016],



Tenure [owner occupied, private rented, or social
rented],



Rurality [urban, suburban, or rural], and



Gas connectivity [connected to mains gas or off-gas].

As such, the model requires data on:


The current total number of homes, and the breakdown
by type, age, tenure, rurality and gas connection; and 
The number [and where possible the floor area] of

The housing stock classification adopted in the model
results in 144 housing sub-types. The number of homes of
each sub-type is assumed to be the total number of homes
multiplied by the respective percentages for type, age,
tenure, rurality and gas connectivity.
The total number of homes in the stock is assumed to
decline at 0.02% per year, reflecting historical rates of
demolition across Wales.

non-residential buildings by type.
Non-residential building stock data
Housing stock data
The modelling uses the most up to date and comprehensive
data on house numbers and typology that were identified.
Data on the numbers of homes were obtained from Welsh
41
Statistics ‘Dwelling Stock Estimates’ [2010] as well as the
Appendix 2 Draft Population and Housing Topic Paper
[August 2011] PCDC. NB. For the purpose of this
calculation, caravans were removed from the total. From the
LSOA Household Spaces and Accommodation Type [KS16]
Census [2001] data, caravans in Powys equate to 0.9% of
the total household spaces. However, the total does include
vacant and second homes which accounts for 6% of the
total household spaces.

The modelling uses available data on non-residential
buildings, accepting that with the possible exception of
Valuation Office Agency data on Bulk classes, the data are
not comprehensive. The numbers of non-residential
buildings by type were obtained as follows:
Bulk class types [Valuation Office Agency]


Retail



Offices



Warehouses



Factories

43

Other types [LPA data, as available]

The breakdown of the housing stock was arrived at as
follows:


The percentage split by home type [house or flat] was
based on Household Spaces [UV56] Census 2001
data for Powys Unitary Authority.



Hospitality



Health



Schools



Leisure centres

41

42

http://www.statswales.wales.gov.uk/TableViewer/tableView.a
spx?ReportId=18911

43

Email from Huw Jones [SPF&P - SRD] on 30.08.11
Hereditaments Floorspace and Rateable Value Statistics
[2005 Revaluation], 2008
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The total number of non-residential buildings is assumed to
be constant for the purposes of the model.

Micro generation uptake in new development
Our analysis was based on standard assumptions about the
renewable energy output that a range of technologies could

The Choice Model for projecting purchasing decisions

deliver for different types of building. The micro generation

At the heart of the AECOM take-up model is a choice model
for forecasting purchasing decisions given the attributes of
alternative, competing system options. In outline, the choice
model is based on the theory that consumers make
decisions to maximise ‘utility’ – the net benefits as
perceived by the consumer, and that consumers’ utility
calculations are based on differences in specific attributes
of the available options.

technologies considered for new development were:

Day-to-day utility calculations are largely implicit and
evaluation varies from consumer to consumer. A particular
type of market survey called a ‘conjoint survey’ was used to
collect data in a way that can reveal the implicit utility
calculations, given a set of what are assumed to be the key
attributes. A statistical technique called ‘conditional logit’, a
form of regression analysis, was then used to calculate the
coefficients of the formulas that each group of consumers is
implicitly using to make choices. The survey distinguished
owner-occupiers from landlords and non-domestic building
owners and, as expected, found they valued attributes
differently. The survey and analysis also distinguished
between ‘Primary’ and ‘Discretionary’ choices and hence
developed independent uptake models. The coefficients
derived were highly statistically significant, showing that
within the groups identified, consumer survey responses
suggested strong similarity in the implicit calculation of
utility.
The benefit of the use of conditional logit analysis is that the
results can be used to forecast purchasing decisions given
the attributes of alternative system options. For Primary
decisions, the model calculates the proportion of consumers
that will select each of the suitable system options, given
their attributes. [Costs, fuel prices, etc. vary over time, while
non-cost attributes stay constant.] The modelling principles
are identical for Discretionary decisions with the notable
inclusion of “do nothing” among the system options.



Solar PV



Solar water heating



Air source heat pumps



Ground source heat pumps



Biomass boilers



Small scale wind

We have assumed that 400 homes will be built annually
across the Powys, based on the predicted increase over
LDP plan period 2011 to 2026 of 9,138 homes.
Typical development scenarios were derived from CLG
research analysing the cost of Code for Sustainable Homes
45
compliance. These were used to break down homes in to
different development types and estimate the mix of homes
compared to flats.
Expected employment/job numbers were taken from the
2
LDP. These were converted into potential area [in m ] of
new commercial development per building type.
The calculation model builds in a 2 year lag for the influence
of the policy and regulation changes to affect the uptake of
renewable energy e.g. for the increased BIR uptake due to
the 2013 Part L changes are not applied until 2015.
For the purpose of assigning house types, an assumption is
made on the different types of growth sites within Powys.
Namely, Brownfield, Greenfield, Edge of town or Urban
(mixed) sites. This is based on our assessment of the
growth strategy for Powys. For each of these types of
growth sites, a housing split is assumed as shown in table
E1 overleaf.

A detailed mathematical explanation of the choice model is
outside the scope of this report but further information on
the conjoint survey and conditional logit analysis
underpinning the modelling is available in the original
Element Energy research report used as the basis for the
44
model.

44

The growth potential for Microgeneration in England,
Wales and Scotland, Element Energy, TNS, Willis, K.,
Scarpa, R., Munro, A., 200

45

Code for Sustainable Homes: A Cost Review, CLG, March
2010
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Table E1: Assumed housing split
Size

Type

Density
per
hectare

Flats

Terraced

Semi
Detached

Detached

Small

Brownfield

80

10%

65%

20%

5%

Small

Greenfield

40

10%

60%

20%

10%

Small

Edge of town

40

0%

40%

20%

40%

Medium

Urban [mixed]

80

10%

65%

20%

5%

The table below shows the assumed gross internal area per
workspace [Source: Planning for employment land,
translating jobs into land, Roger Tyms and Partners, April
2010; and Employment Densities: A Full Guide, Arup
Economics and Planning, July
2001.
Table E2: GIFA per workspace
Type of
building

Area [m ]

Offices B1

255

Retail & Leisure

187

Industry

1,050

Storage

818

Health &
Education

5,000

Other

426

2
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Abbreviation

Description

Abbreviation

Description

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

LDP

Local Development Plan

CESP

Community Energy Saving Programme

LPA

Local Planning Authority

CHP

Combined Heat & Power

MW

Megawatt

CLG

Communities and Local Government

MWe

Megawatt electrical

CO2

Carbon Dioxide

MWh

Megawatt hours

DHN

District Heating Network

MWhe

Megawatt hours electrical

HOP

Heat Opportunity Plan

MWt

Megawatt thermal

ESCO

Energy Services Company

MWht

Megawatt hours thermal

GW

Gigawatt

NPV

Net Present Value

GWh

Gigawatt hours

PCC

Powys County Council

IRR

Initial Rate of Return

PFI

Private Financial Initiative

kW

Kilowatt

PV

Photovoltaic

kWh

Kilowatt hours

TWh

Terawatt hour
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1
1.1

Introduction
Background

This report follows on from the wider Renewable and Low Carbon Energy Assessment for Powys County Council, and is
intended to provide an evaluation of district heating network opportunities associated with candidate site clusters. Clusters of
candidate sites were identified as part of the energy opportunity assessment which formed the latter stages of the Renewable
and Low Carbon Energy Assessment.
The methodology used for this assessment is fully compliant with the Welsh Government Renewable Energy Toolkit (2015
revision). For each district heating network opportunity, existing buildings and future new developments are considered. For each
site/ area a high level assessment is carried out of the technical and financial viability of combined heat and power [CHP] and
district heating covering gas engine CHP and biomass heat only technologies.
For each option the potential carbon savings, costs and revenues were calculated, and the potential gap funding required to
make a scheme commercially viable have been identified. The analysis considered two rates of return, or discount rates, namely:
a typical public sector discount rate [6%] and a typical private sector commercial rate [12%].

1.2

Choice of Study Area

Three towns were identified that had a cluster of proposed candidate sites located together, namely: Llanidloes, Welshpool, and
Newtown. All three are in the Severn Valley.
These were identified as part of the Heat Opportunity Mapping tasks for the wider Renewable and Low Carbon Energy
Assessment. From these three areas, a total of seven scenarios were modelled for the district heating network evaluation of
candidate site clusters. These were as follows:

Llanidloes


Llanidloes 1: candidate sites to the east of A470



Llanidloes 2: as Option 1 plus extension to existing housing cluster in centre of Llanidloes with high proportion of social
housing.

Welshpool


Welshpool 1: candidate sites close to existing anchor loads [High School and Leisure Centre]



Welshpool 2: as Option 1, plus extension to the Hospital and serving the existing housing in between with a high proportion
of social housing.

Newtown


Newtown 1: a network connecting key anchor heat loads, Newtown High School and Leisure Centre, along with two schools,
Maesyrhandir C P School and Ysgol Cedewain Newtown.



Newtown 2: as Option 1, plus connection to Powys College and existing housing en route.



Newtown 3: as Option 2, plus extension to new development adjacent Fronlas Farm
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1.3

Stakeholder Workshop

A stakeholder workshop was held at Powys County Council, on 14th June 2012. The workshop was attended by stakeholders
from South and North, Powys County Council, as well as the Council’s Local Development Plan [LDP] Team Leader,
Sustainability Officer and Energy Manager. The Carbon Trust Wales representative was also present. The full list of attendees is
included in Appendix B.
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2
2.1

Overview of Sites
Overview

This section presents the results of a high level assessment of the potential for district heating and CHP for clusters of candidate
sites within towns in the County. This resulted in focus on three areas of Powys, namely:


Llanidloes,



Welshpool,



and Newtown

For each site and scenario, the analysis presents the following information:
Heat Opportunity Plan [HOP]: A HOP showing cluster of candidate sites in the context of the surrounding area.
General Overview: Introduction to the option outlining the building typology and any specific details relating to any existing
features that are of interest as well as proposed development plans.
SWOT Analysis: Covering existing and proposed buildings including any phasing and timing issues. In addition, details of the
key opportunities and constraints within the site that could have an impact on the technical or commercial viability or the practical
delivery of a network, as well as the potential for future expansion of a heat network.
List of key existing buildings: Using the data provided by the Council and from the Community and Local Government [CLG]
database, we have identified a number of key existing buildings within the sites, and listed their heat demands. These heat
demands are from Council gas consumption data or from additional data sought from Council contacts.
List of potential new buildings: The proposed buildings within the site have been identified from the list of candidate sites
provided by the Council.
Housing numbers, and non-residential floor areas, for the new buildings are based on capacities or densities stated in candidate
site proposal forms, or, where not available, an assumed dwelling density of 30 dwellings per hectare. This compares with a
historic average density for the County of 26 dwellings per hectare. The estimate of non-residential floor areas is based on
standard industry estimates of the ratio of floor area to plot area for different use classes.
An estimated heat demand for each of the development sites is given based on the likely capacity and use of each site, based on
discussions with Powys County Council.

2.2

Llanidloes

General Overview
Llanidloes is located in central Powys, and has clusters of candidate development sites [residential and employment] to the east
of the town centre. There is an existing leisure centre with a swimming pool located to the south and hospital located to the north.
A new use class B2 area is also proposed, to the east of the town, which is an existing industrial estate
New residential development to the east of the river could be a catalyst for district heating. Particularly Site 332 [up to 60 homes;
21 dph] and surrounding sites 1,031, 1,035 and 1,096.
There are two key existing potential anchor heat loads [Leisure Centre and Hospital]; however, these are approximately 1 mile
from the new development site, in opposite directions. The first option [Llanidloes 1.1] focuses on the new development only, and
2
the second option [Llanidloes 1.2] extends into the centre to serve existing housing which has a heat density of 2.6MW/km and
44% social housing.
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SWOT Analysis
The table below provides an overview of existing and potential buildings at Llanidloes including any phasing and timing issues. In
addition, details of the key opportunities and constraints within the site that could have an impact on the technical or commercial
viability or the practical delivery of a network are summarised, as well as the potential for future expansion of a heat network.

SWOT Analysis
Existing buildings

Potential Buildings

Key potential anchor heat loads:

Key sites:

Phasing /timing issues



Llanidloes Sports Centre



Site 104: 7,200 m non-residential



Llanidloes High School



Site 332: up to 60 homes



Llanidloes War Memorial



Site 633: 5,100 m non-residential

Hospital Other non-residential buildings:



Site 1031: up to 127 homes



Llanidloes C P School



Site 1035: up to 212 homes



Maes Y Wennol Care Home



Site 1096: up to 25 homes



Maes Y Wennol Day Centre



Bodlondeb Sheltered Housing



Hafren Furnishers [Main Store]



Community Centre



Library



Health Centre



Youth Centre

2

2

There are different developers for each
site, each with different build out times.
This could cause difficulties with
coordination for a central energy centre.
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SWOT Analysis
Site opportunities
2

Potential to also connect site 679 with up to 95 new homes and 26,460 m of non-residential development.
Surrounding existing housing has a high proportion of solid wall homes which are 'hard to treat' and may benefit from connection
to district heat network, in terms of cost effective carbon reduction. For example, 100% of the 137 homes in output area
00NNSA0011 have solid walls.
At the stakeholder workshop, it was confirmed that ‘Llanidloes Energy Solutions’ has previously evaluated energy efficiency
options and low and zero carbon energy opportunities across the town. This indicates good community interest in low carbon
heating solutions and could make stakeholder engagement very successful.
Site constraints
No obvious large customers for electricity output close to the new development sites, therefore financial model assumes all
electricity from any gas engine CHP is exported to the grid.
The most significant potential anchor heat loads are too far away from the candidate development sites to make connection into
a common heat network viable.
Next steps
Liaise with developers to ascertain interest in a central energy strategy.

List of key existing buildings
The table below provides a summary of key existing buildings at Llanidloes.

Name

Annual Heat Demand [MWh]

Source

Llanidloes War Memorial Hospital

708

Wales NHS

Llanidloes Sports Centre

555

Powys County Council

Llanidloes C P school

267

Powys County Council

Llanidloes High School

671

Powys County Council

Maes y Wennol Care Home

406

Glasu Report

Maes y Wennol Day Centre

64

Glasu Report

Name

Annual Heat Demand [MWh]

Source

Bodlondeb Sheltered Housing

174

Glasu Report

Hafren Furnishers [main store]

375

Glasu Report
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Community Centre

348

Glasu Report

Library

24

Glasu Report

Health Centre

62

Glasu Report

Youth Centre

32

Glasu Report

Total

3,687

List of potential buildings
The table below provides a summary of proposed buildings and estimated year of build out at Llandiloes
Reference

Name

Maximum number of
dwellings

Non residential floor
2
area [m ]

Estimated build out
year

100

Land at Parc Hafren

0

14,447

2016

104

Land at Parc Derwen
Fawr

0

7,224

2012

332

Land to South East of
Rhos-y-Maen Uchaf

60

0

2012

633

Land adjacent to
Chapel Farm

0

5,145

2012

675

Hafren Terrace and
adjacent A470

0

22,500

2016

679

Land adjacent to
Chapel Farm

95

26,460

2021

1,031

Chapel Farm, Gorn
Road

127

0

2016

Reference

Name

Maximum number of
dwellings

Non residential floor
2
area [m ]

Estimated build out
year

1,035

Chapel Farm, Gorn
Road

212

0

2016

1,096

Chapel Farm, Gorn
Road

25

0

2016

Total

-

519

75,776

-
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2.3

Welshpool

General Overview
Welshpool is located in northeast Powys and has a number of candidate urban infill development sites and urban extensions to
the north, including a proposed [B1 / B8] site in north east Welshpool. In the centre, there is an existing hospital; high school and
leisure centre to the north, and a cluster of social housing in the west. There is a Community Energy Saving Programme [CESP]
area in the south, along with a candidate residential development site [site 525].
The potential sites indicated for this study are generally in the north of the town, and are predominately residential. Only a small
mixed use development [site 929] near the High School and the proposed industrial site [B1/B8, site 513] are included within the
preferred areas for district heating assessment.
The cluster of potential anchor heat loads and potential new residential development close to the leisure centre appear to be the
most suitable energy centre location [Welshpool Option 1], with a possible extension to the Hospital and serving the existing
housing in between which has 24% social housing [see Welshpool Option 2].
There could also be further extension to the new housing on the northwest edge of town. These residential developments could
potentially be required to connect to any district heating network [DHN] as part of the planning requirements, if a network is
established further to the east.
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SWOT Analysis
The table below give an overview of existing and potential buildings at Welshpool including any phasing and timing issues. In
addition, details of the key opportunities and constraints within the site that could have an impact on the technical or commercial
viability or the practical delivery of a network are summarised, as well as the potential for future expansion of a heat network.

SWOT Analysis
Existing buildings

Potential Buildings

Phasing /timing issues

Key potential anchor heat loads:

Key sites:



Welshpool High School,



Site 518: up to 50 homes

Potential phasing issues with proposed
candidate sites if they do not progress to
the LDP.



Welshpool Flash Leisure Centre



Site 529: up to 172 homes



Welshpool Community Hospital



Site 929: up to 109 homes

Other non-residential buildings:



Site 524: up to 40 homes



Welshpool Neuadd Maldwyn



Site 527: up to 103 homes



Ysgol Maesydre School


Ardwyn Nursery & Infants
School Welshpool

Welshpool Library


Welshpool Powysland Museum

Site opportunities
Extend to further new housing developments.
Extend into centre, via social housing and Hospital. Majority of the social housing is run by Mid Wales Housing with some Powys
County Council [PCC] stock. This shows a good potential for coordination of connections to a heat network.
Existing housing in output area 00NNTG0008 has 12% of homes "off-gas", and nearby site 00NNTG0009 to the south has 84%
homes "off-gas"
At the stakeholder workshop, it was confirmed that there is a proposal for a biomass CHP facility at Potters Recycling, just east of
the railway station. This could be a heat source for a wider DHN. The biomass CHP project is being supported by Carbon Trust
Wales.
Welshpool High School currently runs on oil boilers and therefore district heating could provide a good opportunity to reduce
carbon emissions as it would provide a lower carbon source of heating.
Site constraints
Canal to the south east of the site. The feasibility of crossing the canal to reach all of Site 929 would need to be reviewed.
At the stakeholder workshop, it was confirmed that the dwelling numbers in the plan candidate sites are likely to be lower than
stated in the candidate sites, and that the proposed candidate sites 514 and 529 are located on playing fields and as such are
unlikely to progress to the LDP.
SWOT Analysis
Next steps
Liaise with Potters Recycling to discuss options for supplying heat to a wider DHN.
Liaise with developers of site 518 and 929 to ascertain interest in central energy strategy.
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List of key existing buildings
The table below provides a summary of key existing buildings at Welshpool.
Name

Annual Heat Demand [MWh]

Source

Welshpool Community Hospital

805

Wales NHS

Welshpool High School

1,171

Powys County Council

Welshpool Flash Leisure Centre [North]

1,872

Powys County Council

Welshpool Neuadd Maldwyn

269

Powys County Council

Ysgol Maesydre School

227

Powys County Council

Ardwyn Nursery & Infants School
Welshpool

116

Powys County Council

Welshpool Library

61

Powys County Council

Welshpool Powysland Museum

66

Powys County Council

Total

4,586

List of potential buildings
The table below provides a summary of proposed buildings and estimated year of build out at Newtown.
Reference

Name

Maximum number of
dwellings

Non residential floor
2
area [m ]

Estimated build out
year

513

Buttington Cross
Industrial Estate

0

4,945

2012

518

Land at Gallowtree
Bank

50

0

2012

519

Red Bank

76

0

2012

523

Land Red Bank

100

0

2016

524

Land at Gungrog Hill

40

0

2012
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525

Berriew Road

88

0

2012

526

Land at Gungrog Hill
[SE]

94

0

2021

527

Land at Gungrog Hill
[near Hall]

103

0

2021

528

Land at Red Bank
[South]

67

0

2021

529

Land at Gungrog Hill
[NW]

172

0

2021

583

Site adjacent Brynfa
House,

18

0

2012

917

Ardwyn Nursery and
Infant School,

9

4,705

2021

929

Welshpool High
School,

109

21,722

2016

1,063

Land off Red Bank,
[East]

260

0

2012

1,164

Land off Red Bank,
[West]

261

0

2016

Total

-

1,447

31,372

-

2.4

Newtown

General Overview
The Newtown residential and mixed use candidate sites considered for this analysis are urban extensions to the south.
Key potential anchor heat loads are Newtown High School, Powys College and Newtown Leisure Centre all south of the railway
line. There is the potential for extension of a network north of the railway line to connect to Council offices, the Hospital and a
potential Sewage Gas site, however this is a relatively long distance.
As the potential new developments are located in the same area, both south of the river, and approx 2.5 miles from the Hospital,
the modelling assumes that the heat network extent would be restricted to south of the railway line. These options would serve
the Powys College, Newtown High School and Leisure Centre, as well as smaller schools, Maesyrhandir C P School and Ysgol
Cedewain Newtown.
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SWOT Analysis
The table below give an overview of existing and potential buildings at Newtown including any phasing and timing issues. In
addition, details of the key opportunities and constraints within the site that could have an impact on the technical or commercial
viability or the practical delivery of a network are summarised, as well as the potential for future expansion of a heat network.

SWOT Analysis
Existing buildings

Potential Buildings

Phasing /timing issues

Key potential anchor heat loads:

Key sites:



Newtown Leisure Centre



Site 591: up to 95 homes

Coordination required with the timing
with expansion works at High School.



Hospital



Site 586: up to 30 homes



Newtown High School



Powys College

Other non-residential public buildings:


Montgomery County Infirmary



Maesyrhandir C P School



Ysgol Cedewain Newtown



Newtown Area Library



Newtown Robert Owen House



Hafren Junior School Newtown



Newtown Ladywell Green Nursery &
Infants School



Newtown The Park Council Offices



Newtown Old College Offices



Treowen C P School Newtown



Penygloddfa C P School Newtown

Site opportunities
At the stakeholder workshop, it was confirmed that the High School is likely to be expanded to include a Welsh Medium School
[large primary school] which would increase the heat demand and provide an opportunity for any infrastructure works.
Industrial estates located between development site 591 and High School which could have high heat demand. At the
stakeholder workshop, it was confirmed that Mochdre Industrial Estate is one of the largest employment centres in Powys.
However, there are currently no significant heat demand/users.
The social housing cluster nearby at Garth Owen is either run by Mid Wales Housing or PCC and could provide further heat
sales.
A heat network could extend north into the town centre in the future.
SWOT Analysis
Site constraints
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Railway and river constraints.
At the stakeholder workshop, it was confirmed that the proposed level of new homes in the two candidate sites [591, 586] may be
reduced by a proposal for a new bypass which could pass across the sites.
Next steps
Confirm the heat demand of Powys College as this is currently based on estimates rather than actual gas consumption.

List of key existing buildings
The table below provides a summary of key existing buildings at Newtown.
Name

Annual Heat Demand [MWh]

Source

Montgomery County Infirmary

887

Wales NHS

Newtown Maldwyn Leisure Centre
[North]

1,291

Powys County Council

Maesyrhandir C P School

198

Powys County Council

Ysgol Cedewain Newtown

215

Powys County Council

Newtown High School

1,173

Powys County Council

Newtown Area Library

171

Powys County Council

Newtown Robert Owen House

113

Powys County Council

Hafren Junior School Newtown

183

Powys County Council

Newtown Ladywell Green Nursery &
Infants School

146

Powys County Council

Newtown The Park Council Offices

103

Powys County Council

Newtown Old College Offices

111

Powys County Council

Name

Annual Heat Demand [MWh]

Source

Treowen C P School Newtown

115

Powys County Council

Penygloddfa C P School Newtown

193

Powys County Council
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Powys College

671

Total

5,568

Estimated

List of proposed buildings
The table below provides a summary of proposed buildings and estimated year of build out at Newtown.
Reference

Name

Maximum number of
dwellings

Non residential floor
2
area [m ]

Estimated build out
year

586

Site adjacent Castell Y
Dail. Heol Mochdre.

30

1,520

2012

591

Site adjacent Fronlas
Farm, Mochdre Lane,

95

0

2016

Total

-

125

1,520

-

Viability Appraisal
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3
3.1

Viability Appraisal
Overview

This section provides an analysis of the potential costs and benefits of the proposed district heating options described in section
2. It concentrates mainly on looking at the financial performance of the seven options.

3.2

Technology options

Two technologies have been modelled to show the comparison between using gas engine CHP and Biomass heat-only. This is
to show the different benefits of the two technologies such as RHI incentives for biomass fuel, revenue from electricity sales with
CHP, and lower carbon emissions factor for use of biomass.

3.3

Measuring financial performance

For the financial analysis, two key measures of financial performance have been presented, for the various options, namely:
Net Present Value [NPV] for two discount factors, 6% and 12%. The former equates to a typical value used for public sector, or
public/private projects, such as Private Financial Initiative [PFI], whilst the latter equates to a typical rate of return that would be
sought by commercial organisations. These two values give an indication of whether scheme options could be delivered on a
purely commercial basis or whether there would need to be public sector involvement, with potential access to lower cost
sources of finance. The NPV is a useful indicator as it shows, for any given discount factor and length of contract, how much gap
funding may be required [if any] in order to make a project viable.
Internal Rate of Return [IRR]. The actual rate of return achieved is also shown, as this provides a quick way of assessing whether
a scheme is likely to exceed either the 6% or the 12% rate of return thresholds discussed above.
For the NPV and IRR calculations, two project lifetimes, of 15 and 30 years, have been considered, given that the heat network
and the energy centre are long term investments: in the case of the network, this may have a lifetime in excess of 30 years. This
is done as it is important to understand not only the values of the NPV and IRR but also the time period over which they are
calculated. A public sector entity generally can take a longer term view of returns, whereas commercial organisations may not be
interested in a project with a 12% rate of return, if that is over 30 years, rather than 15.
However, it is important to note that for options with significant levels of new housing development, there is the potential for
developer contributions towards the cost of the network, as it will help them meet their future mandatory requirements for zero
46
carbon new homes . These developer contributions could provide the level of gap funding needed to make the district heating
network viable. Therefore, the commercial viability of a heating network for new development areas needs to be viewed as a
combination of the NPV and IRR analysis described above, and the potential developer contributions.
It must be stressed that this contribution would not necessarily increase the developer’s build costs, as it is a cost they would
have to bear anyway through whatever option they choose to meet zero carbon. This is explained in more detail below.
3.4

Cash flow analysis

The cash flow analysis graph shown at the end of each capital expenditure [CAPEX] and cash flow section confirms the revenue
and costs over a period of time. For example, the cash flow analysis will show where there are sudden outgoing costs, and this
could indicate additional pipe may have been added to connect to a new development, or additional plant added to the energy
centre.
The steady increase of a cumulative cash flow graph shows the rate of net revenue each year taking into account operating
costs. Therefore, if the cumulative cash flow has a steep incline, then the incoming revenue from sales or incentives is
46

This is also true to a certain extent for non-residential buildings, although this is harder to quantify as the definition of zero carbon for
non-dwellings is currently less well defined, and there is also a very wide variety of different building types.
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significantly greater than the operating costs. However, if there is shallow incline, than the incoming revenue will be closer in
value to the outgoing costs. If there is no increase, then the net revenue is zero.
The year that the cumulative cash flow crosses the zero x-axis, indicates the year at which the project would breakeven.
The figures are undiscounted, which means that the future costs have not been discounted and are fixed at today’s prices.

3.5

Potential developer contributions

From 2016, it is anticipated that all new housing will need to be “zero carbon”. The current guidance is that in addition to meeting
a base level of energy efficiency, this will consist of providing a certain level of carbon reduction on-site through on-site low
carbon energy generation, which is referred to as “Carbon Compliance”. The most recent work on this was published by the Zero
47
Carbon Hub, in February 2011 . This work modelled the costs of meeting the Carbon Compliance element using photovoltaic
panels [PV] and gas boilers for each dwelling. PV was used as a benchmark for the costs of meeting the Carbon Compliance
target, as it can be readily applied to most dwellings, and with the recent fall in cost of PV panels over the last few years, is now
one of the most cost-effective on-site generation technologies.
The study also calculated the contribution that district heating technologies could make to achieving Carbon Compliance, using
either gas [engine] CHP or biomass heating, and the amount of PV that may still be required in each case to achieve compliance.
Using this information, it is possible to deduce the potential capital cost savings that could arise from using district heating as a
result of needing less, or no PV.
This estimated cost saving provides a value for the potential capital contribution that a developer could make towards connection
to a district heating network. This assumes that a developer would not see any increase in their build costs beyond what they
would incur through the use of the most cost-effective alternative solution [to district heating] to meeting the zero carbon
requirement, which is assumed to be PV.
For each technology option an estimate of avoided cost is presented for each house type. The costs are based on the estimated
price of the PV element in 2016, allowing for expected learning rates, but with no inflation added in. The cost of Carbon
Compliance for PV is the cost of the PV element only, and does not include the cost of the gas boiler. The avoided costs and
potential developer contribution are presented for each option within this report.
However, at the time of writing, it is important to note that there is significant uncertainty about the potential costs to developers
of achieving Carbon Compliance, and hence the level of potential developer contributions described above. This is because the
Government has yet to finalise the level of the Carbon Compliance target, and there is also uncertainty around the future costs of
PV. If the Government decides to relax the Carbon Compliance target, or if PV costs fall faster than anticipated, then the
potential developer contribution could reduce.
It is possible that developers could also see significant avoided costs for new non-domestic buildings from connecting to a DHN,
particularly for mixed use developments, where the cost of the infrastructure could be shared with new housing. However, this
could only be quantified as part of a more detailed assessment for individual sites.

3.6

Allowable Solutions

Once a developer has met the Carbon Compliance requirement on-site, the current definition of zero carbon requires that they
deal with the remaining carbon emissions through so-called Allowable Solutions. The most recent Government impact
assessment for the Zero Carbon Homes policy has estimated that the cost of Allowable Solutions would be £49 per tonne of CO 2
per annum, totalled over 30 years. This figure is in present value terms, and assumes, in effect, that this is the cost that the
developer would pay upfront on completion of each new dwelling.
One of the potential Allowable Solutions, at the time of writing, could be to fund the connection of district heating networks to
reduce the carbon emissions of existing buildings. This could potentially assist with the overall viability of a district heating
scheme, and thereby help reduce the cost to a developer of connecting the new homes, as explained above. However, this

47

“Carbon Compliance, setting an appropriate limit for zero carbon new homes, findings and recommendations”, February, 2011
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solution may require a local authority to have a policy mechanism in place to require payments into a local fund, rather than a
developer paying into a national fund.
It is possible to estimate the approximate level of Allowable Solutions which may be raised in Powys through future development,
based on the most recent estimates of the costs of Allowable Solutions from the Zero Carbon Hub. For each option, an estimate
of the value of allowable solution fund is presented.
It should be noted, that as with the Carbon Compliance costs described above, at the time of writing there was significant
uncertainty about the potential costs to developers of meeting Allowable Solutions. The Government has yet to confirm what the
cost of Allowable Solutions will be, which solutions will be eligible and whether local authorities will be able to require payments
into a local fund, or whether all payments will be made via a national scheme.

3.7

Key assumptions for assessment of costs and revenues

The cost assessments presented in this report are approximate only, and are based on budget prices from suppliers as well as
typical industry benchmarks. The heat network costings have been based only on a desktop assessment of potential pipe routes,
and make no allowance for actual ground conditions, buried services or other constraints. A Quantity Surveyor has not been
involved in the preparation of these costings and therefore they should not be relied upon for detailed project costing.
Other key assumptions are as follows:


All capital costs are shown in 2012 prices, with no allowance for inflation, or technology learning rates that may reduce
capital costs in the future.



All ongoing revenues and costs are shown in 2010 prices, with no allowance for inflation or real price increases over time.



All revenues are pre-tax.



All capital costs include an allowance of 10% for professional fees and a contingency of 15% for heat network costs and
10% for energy centres and plant.



The heat network can meet 80% of the annual heat demand on the network. The other 20% is assumed to be met by back
up gas boilers at the energy centre, due either to plant downtime [about 10% of the year], or because peak heat demand
exceeds the peak heat output from the plant.



For existing developments, the costing of the heat network includes the primary backbone and the secondary network to run
along streets to serve buildings. However, it does not allow for the cost of heat exchangers or meters, the costs of final
connections, or the costs of any internal pipework to buildings.



For Council properties, no account of CRC savings have been included in the cash flow analysis as these savings would not
typically be seen by the network operator.



The cash flow model allows for the fact that future, and some existing, developments will be connected in different points in
the future and not in year 1.



All other cost and technology assumptions used in these calculations are included in Appendix A.
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4
4.1

Llanidloes – Option 1
General overview

Llanidloes Option 1 focuses on the potential new development sites only and the model includes and assumes the following:


Site 104: 7,200 m2 non-residential development



Site 332: up to 60 homes



Site 633: 5,100 m2 non-residential development



Site 679: up to 95 homes, and 26,500 m2 non-residential development



Site 1031: up to 127 homes



Site 1035: up to 212 homes



Site 1096: up to 25 homes

Therefore, overall the model assumes that a total of 519 homes, and 39,619m2 non-residential development would be
connected. However, the relatively steep topography of the sites may make this figure difficult to achieve in practice.
The model assumes different build dates for the development sites as follows:


Short term [approx 2012] sites: 104, 332, 633 [60 homes]



Midterm [approx 2016] sites: 1031, 1035, 1096 [364 homes]



Long term [approx 2021] site: 679 [95 homes]

Therefore a total of 459 homes will be built after 2016, therefore requiring to meet the Zero Carbon Homes policy.

Key assumptions:
As there is no obvious large electricity user on-site, the model assumes that all of the electricity generation from any gas engine
CHP is exported to the grid.
The location of the energy centre is assumed to be within plot 1031 as this is central to the rest of the network.
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4.2

CAPEX and Cashflow

Technical assessment
Annual heating & hot water demand

7,298 MWh [at full build out]

Total backbone trench length

475 m

District heating CAPEX

£1.3 m

Peak load at the energy centre at full build out [thermal]

5.3 MW

Financial assessment
CHP option financial viability

Biomass option financial viability

CHP system size

1.4MW x 1

System size [thermal output]

0.7MW x 2

Install years

2017

Install years

2015 & 2020

Energy centre capital cost

£1.7 m

Energy centre capital cost

£1.97 m

Year 1 net revenue

-£0. 0m

Year 1 net revenue

-£0.0 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.19 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.04 m

Without developer contribution

Without developer contribution

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.19 m

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.81 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.03 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.44 m

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£1.66 m

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.72 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£1.87 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.41 m

30 yr IRR

No return achieved.

30 yr IRR

No return achieved.
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Cash flow analysis

1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Year
Gas CHP

4.3

Biomass Heat Only

Potential developer contributions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the avoided costs to the developer for installing DHN, compared with PV, in order to meet
the Carbon Compliance element of the zero carbon homes policy.
For Llanidloes, Option 1, we have assumed the following breakdown of house types to be built post 2016, based on information
provided by the Council and assumed build out dates:
Flats:
37
Semi detached:

184

Terraced properties:

193

Detached properties:

46

Total:

459

The following table shows the potential cost saving per dwelling to the developer from connecting to a district heating system
contributions and avoiding the costs of installing PV to meet Carbon Compliance. More PV would be avoided if a biomass option
is chosen rather than a gas CHP option, because biomass has a lower carbon emissions rate than gas and would be able to
save more carbon. The figures below are shown in assumed 2016 costs. The detailed calculation for how these costs were
derived is provided in Appendix C.
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Total potential avoided photovoltaic cost from district heating solution [per dwelling]
Gas engine CHP option

Biomass option

Flat

£1,332

Flat

£1,332

Semi

£726

Semi

£3,004

Terrace

£1,637

Terrace

£3,444

Detached

£1,134

Detached

£4,033

The following table shows how this relates to the Llanidloes Option1 in terms of potential contributions from developers
connecting to any DHN, based on the assumed levels of total housing development post 2016.
Total potential developer contributions [2016 costs]
Gas engine CHP option

48

Biomass option

Flat

£48,911

Flat

£48,911

Semi

£133,257

Semi

£551,534

Terrace

£315,504

Terrace

£663,934

Detached

£52,060

Detached

£185,115

Total

£549,731

Total

£1,449,494

This shows that for both technology options, the potential cost which is offset by not needing to install as much PV to meet the
Carbon Compliance element of the zero carbon homes policy would not be able to bridge the gap in funding required to deliver a
reasonable rate of return for the schemes.
This option is for new developments only therefore the developers would be the only stakeholders involved in the DHN and could
be easier to co-ordinate. However, as noted in the SWOT analysis, the build out times for these developments are unlikely to
support a DHN scheme and co-ordination between the different developers is likely to be difficult.

48

These costs are undiscounted. They also make no allowance for how the costs of Photovoltaics systems may fall after 2016, and
therefore may be an overestimate for those development sites to be built out in the longer term.
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4.4

Allowable Solutions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the value of an Allowable Solutions fund which could potentially be generated by the new
homes, in order to meet the Allowable Solutions element of the zero carbon homes policy. This figure is calculated by totalling
the total residual carbon emissions to be saved for each dwelling built after 2016, totalled over 30 years for that dwelling.
No. of new homes [post
2016]

Total value of AS @
£49/tonne carbon over 30
years per dwelling

Potential value of Allowable
Solutions [@£49/tonne]

Flat

37

£1,122

£41,186

Semi

184

£1,229

£225,630

Terrace

193

£1,229

£236,911

Detached

46

£1,735

£79,618

Total

459

-

£583,345

For Llanidloes, Option 1, there would be no existing buildings connected to the DHN therefore this Allowable Solutions fund could
not be used to fund the network, and would not help with the level of financial performance shown for this option. However, this
indicates the value of Allowable Solutions that could be available to fund other projects within Powys to reduce carbon emissions
from energy use in existing buildings.
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5
5.1

Llanidloes – Option 2
General overview

Llanidloes Option 2 connects the potential new development, as in Option1, and extends into the town centre to serve the
2
existing housing in Output Area [00NNSA0008] which has a heat density of 2.6MW/km and 44% social housing. This accounts
for an additional 118 existing dwellings added to the network from day one.

Key assumptions:
As there is no obvious large electricity user on-site, the model assumes that all of the electricity generation from any gas engine
CHP is exported to the grid.
The location of the energy centre is assumed to be within plot 1031 as this is central to the rest of the network.

5.2

CAPEX and Cash flow

Technical assessment
Annual heating & hot water demand

8,210 MWh [at full build out]

Total backbone trench length

669 meters

District heating CAPEX

£1.96 million

Peak load at the energy centre at full build out [thermal]

5.7 MW
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Financial assessment
CHP option financial viability

Biomass option financial viability

CHP system size

1.6 MW x 1

System size [thermal output]

0.8 MW x 2

Install years

2017

Install years

2015 & 2020

Energy centre capital cost

£1.93 million

Energy centre capital cost

£2.24 million

Year 1 net revenue

£0.06 million

Year 1 net revenue

£0.06 million

Year 30 net revenue

£0.22 million

Year 30 net revenue

£0.06 million

Without developer contribution

Without developer contribution

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.8 million

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£3.49 million

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.59 million

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£3.05 million

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.19 million

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£3.38 million

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.41 million

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£3.02 million

30 yr IRR

No return achieved.

30 yr IRR

No return achieved.

Cash flow analysis

1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Year
Gas CHP

Biomass Heat Only
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5.3

Potential developer contributions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the avoided costs to the developer for installing DHN, compared with PV, in order to meet
the Carbon Compliance element of the zero carbon homes policy.
For Llanidloes, Option 1, we have assumed the following breakdown of house types to be built post 2016, based on information
provided by the Council and assumed build out dates:
Flats:
37
Semi detached:

184

Terraced properties:

193

Detached properties:

46

Total:

459

The following table shows the potential cost saving per dwelling to the developer from connecting to a district heating system
contributions and avoiding the costs of installing PV to meet Carbon Compliance. More PV would be avoided if a biomass option
is chosen rather than a gas CHP option, because biomass has a lower carbon emissions rate than gas and would be able to
save more carbon. The figures below are shown in assumed 2016 costs. The detailed calculation for how these costs were
derived is provided in Appendix C.

Total potential avoided photovoltaic cost from district heating solution [per dwelling]
Gas engine CHP option

Biomass option

Flat

£1,332

Flat

£1,332

Semi

£726

Semi

£3,004

Terrace

£1,637

Terrace

£3,444

Detached

£1,134

Detached

£4,033

The following table shows how this relates to the Llanidloes Option 2 in terms of potential contributions from developers
connecting to any DHN, based on the assumed levels of total housing development post 2016.
Total potential developer contributions [2016 costs]
Gas engine CHP option

49

Biomass option

Flat

£48,911

Flat

£48,911

Semi

£133,257

Semi

£551,534

Terrace

£315,504

Terrace

£663,934

Detached

£52,060

Detached

£185,115

Total

£549,731

Total

£1,449,494

As there is the same number of new homes for Option 2 as for Option 1, the potential developer avoided costs are the same,
however the proportion of the gap funding required is smaller because this option serves nearby existing homes as well.
49

These costs are undiscounted. They also make no allowance for how the costs of Photovoltaics systems may fall after 2016, and
therefore may be an overestimate for those development sites to be built out in the longer term.
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5.4

Allowable Solutions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the value of an Allowable Solutions fund which could potentially be generated by the new
homes, in order to meet the Allowable Solution element of the zero carbon homes policy. This figure is calculated by totalling the
total residual carbon emissions to be saved for each dwelling built after 2016, totalled over 30 years for that dwelling.
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6
6.1

Welshpool – Option 1
General overview

Welshpool Option 1 connects the key potential anchor heat loads, High School and Leisure Centre, with the candidate
development sites in the north of the town. The proposed candidate sites included in the model are as follows:


Site 518: 50 homes



Site 929: 108 homes, and 21,600m2 of non residential development, B1c/B2/B8 use classes



Site 526: 94 homes

Therefore, overall the model assumes that a total of 253 new homes, and the two existing non-residential buildings, would be
connected. The model assumes different build dates for the development sites as follows:


Short term [approx 2012] sites: 518 [50 homes]



Midterm [approx 2016] sites: 929 [108 homes]



Long term [approx 2021] sites: 526 [94 homes]

Therefore a total of 202 homes will be built after 2016, therefore requiring to meet the Zero Carbon Homes policy.

Key assumptions:
It is assumed that the energy centre would be located close to either the school or leisure centre, and therefore, the model
assumes that 25% of the electricity generation from any gas engine CHP [at full build out] would be used on site, and therefore
receive a higher price and the remainder would exported to the grid. This figure is based on an estimate of the total annual
electricity demand for the two buildings, based on their floor area.
6.2

CAPEX and Cashflow

Technical assessment
Annual heating & hot water demand

8,178 MWh [at full build out]

Total backbone trench length

389 m

District heating CAPEX

£701,678

Peak load at the energy centre at full build out [thermal]

3.8 MW
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Financial assessment
CHP option financial viability

Biomass option financial viability

CHP system size

1.6MW x 1

System size [thermal output]

0.8MW x 2

Install years

2012

Install years

2012 & 2015

Energy centre capital cost

£1.65 m

Energy centre capital cost

£1.96 m

Year 1 Net Revenue

£0.1 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.02 m

Year 30 Net Revenue

£0.23 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.01 m

Without developer contribution

Without developer contribution

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£0.94 m

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.36 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£1.29 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.23 m

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£0.37 m

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.56 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£1.15 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.32 m

30 yr IRR

4.5%

30 yr IRR

No return achieved.

Cash flow analysis

1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Year
Gas CHP

Biomass Heat Only
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6.3

Potential developer contributions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the avoided costs to the developer for installing DHN, compared with PV, in order to meet
the Carbon Compliance element of the zero carbon homes policy.
For Welshpool, Option 1, we have assumed the following breakdown of house types to be built post 2016, based on information
provided by the Council and assumed build out dates:
Flats:
16
Semi detached:

81

Terraced properties:

85

Detached properties:

20

Total:

202

In practice, the actual numbers of new dwellings suggested for the candidate sites may be less, which would reduce the level of
potential developer contributions.
The following table shows the potential cost saving per dwelling to the developer from connecting to a district heating system
contributions and avoiding the costs of installing PV to meet Carbon Compliance. More PV would be avoided if a biomass option
is chosen rather than a gas CHP option, because biomass has a lower carbon emissions rate than gas and would be able to
save more carbon. The figures below are shown in assumed 2016 costs.
Total potential avoided photovoltaic cost from district heating solution [per dwelling]
Gas engine CHP option

Biomass option

Flat

£1,332

Flat

£1,332

Semi

£726

Semi

£3,004

Terrace

£1,637

Terrace

£3,444

Detached

£1,134

Detached

£4,033

The following table shows how this relates to the Welshpool Option 2 in terms of potential contributions from the developers
connecting to any DHN, based on the assumed levels of total housing development post 2016.
50

Total potential developer contributions [2016 costs]
Gas engine CHP option

Biomass option

Flat

£21,525

Flat

£21,525

Semi

£58,645

Semi

£242,723

Terrace

£138,849

Terrace

£292,189

Detached

£22,911

Detached

£81,467

Total

£241,930

Total

£637,904

50

These costs are undiscounted. They also make no allowance for how the costs of Photovoltaics systems may fall after 2016, and
therefore may be an overestimate for those development sites to be built out in the longer term.
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This analysis shows that a greater potential developer contribution could be achieved with a biomass heat only scheme
compared to gas engine CHP because the biomass option saves more carbon. However, the biomass heat only scheme did not
achieve an IRR in the financial analysis without developer contributions compared with the 4.5% 30 year IRR achieved for gas
engine CHP.
6.4

Allowable Solutions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the value of Allowable Solutions fund which could potentially be generated by the new
homes, in order to meet the Allowable Solution element of the zero carbon homes policy. This figure is calculated by summing
the total residual carbon emissions to be saved for each dwelling built after 2016, over 30 years for that dwelling.
No. of new homes [post
2016]

Total value of AS @
£49/tonne carbon over 30
years per dwelling

Potential value of Allowable
Solutions [@£49/tonne]

Flat

16

£1,122

£18,125

Semi

81

£1,229

£99,297

Terrace

85

£1,229

£104,262

Detached

20

£1,735

£35,039

Total

202

-

£256,722

For Welshpool, Option 1, this Allowable Solution fund could potentially be used to fund the network serving the high school and
leisure centre. In practice, however, it may take many years to collect this amount of Allowable Solution if the sites are only
developed slowly, and therefore only a smaller proportion of this may be available at the time required to fund the installation of
the network to the school and leisure centre.
As confirmed at the stakeholder workshop, the high school currently uses oil boilers, which have higher carbon intensity than gas
boilers. Therefore, comparatively high carbon savings could be achieved by connecting the high school to the DHN and so the
potential Allowable Solution fund could be able to deliver a high concentration of carbon savings by funding the DHN to this
anchor heat load.
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7
7.1

Welshpool – Option 2
General overview

Welshpool Option 2 connects the key anchor heat loads, High School and Leisure Centre, with the candidate new development
sites in the north of the town and extends to the hospital and existing housing in between, which accounts for an additional 286
dwellings. The potential development sites included in the model in addition to Option 1 are as follows:
•

Site 524: 40 new homes

•

Site 527: 103 homes

Therefore, overall the model assumes that a total of 395 new homes, 286 existing homes, and the three existing non-residential
buildings, would be connected.
The model assumes different build dates for the two housing development sites as follows:
•

Short term [approx 2012] sites: 518 and 524 [90 homes]

•

Midterm [approx 2016] sites: 929 [108 homes]

•

Long term [approx 2021] sites: 526 and 527 [197 homes]

Therefore a total of 305 homes will be built after 2016, therefore requiring to meet the Zero Carbon Homes policy.

Key assumptions
It is assumed that the energy centre would be located close to either the school or leisure centre, and therefore, the model
assumes that 15% of the electricity generation from any gas engine CHP [at full build out] would be used on site, and therefore
receive a higher price and the remainder would exported to the grid. This figure is based on an estimate of the total annual
electricity demand for the two buildings, based on their floor area.
7.2

CAPEX and Cash flow

Technical assessment
Annual heating & hot water demand

12,861 MWh [at full build out]

Total backbone trench length

1,273 m

District heating CAPEX

£2,740,000

Peak load at the energy centre at full build out [thermal]

6.4 MW
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Financial assessment
CHP option financial viability

Biomass option financial viability

CHP system size

1.2MW x 2

System size [thermal output]

1.2MW x 2

Install years

2012 & 2015

Install years

2012 & 2015

Energy centre capital cost

£2.73 m

Energy centre capital cost

£3.21 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.19 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.1 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.38 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.07 m

Without developer contribution

Without developer contribution

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.99 m

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£4.93 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£3.13 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£4.54 m

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.06 m

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£5.12 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.89 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£4.64 m

30 yr IRR

1.6%

30 yr IRR

No return achieved.

Cash flow analysis

1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Year
Gas CHP

Biomass Heat Only
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7.3

Potential developer contributions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the avoided costs to the developer for installing DHN, compared with PV, in order to meet
the Carbon Compliance element of the zero carbon homes [ZCH] policy.
For Welshpool, Option 2, we have assumed the following breakdown of house types, based on information provided by the
Council and assumed build out dates:
Flats:
24
Semi detached:

122

Terraced properties:

128

Detached properties:

31

Total:

305

The following table shows the potential cost saving per dwelling to the developer from connecting to a district heating system
contributions and avoiding the costs of installing PV to meet Carbon Compliance. More PV would be avoided if a biomass option
is chosen rather than a gas CHP option, because biomass has a lower carbon emissions rate than gas and would be able to
save more carbon. The figures below are shown in assumed 2016 costs.

Total potential avoided photovoltaic cost from district heating solution [per dwelling]
Gas engine CHP option

Biomass option

Flat

£1,332

Flat

£1,332

Semi

£726

Semi

£3,004

Terrace

£1,637

Terrace

£3,444

Detached

£1,134

Detached

£4,033

The following table shows how this relates to the Welshpool Option 2 in terms of potential contributions from developers
connecting to any DHN, based on the assumed levels of total housing development post 2016.
Total potential developer contributions [2016 costs]
Gas engine CHP option

51

Biomass option

Flat

£32,501

Flat

£32,501

Semi

£88,548

Semi

£366,488

Terrace

£209,648

Terrace

£441,176

Detached

£34,593

Detached

£123,007

Total

£365,290

Total

£963,172

This shows that although the potential avoided costs could be significant for Welshpool option 2, the savings are a relatively
small proportion of the funding gap hence significant additional funding would be required.

51

These costs are undiscounted. They also make no allowance for how the costs of Photovoltaics systems may fall after 2016, and
therefore may be an overestimate for those development sites to be built out in the longer term.
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7.4

Allowable Solutions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the value of Allowable Solutions fund which could potentially be generated by the new
homes, in order to meet the Allowable Solution element of the zero carbon homes policy. This figure is calculated by summing
the total residual carbon emissions to be saved for each dwelling built after 2016, over 30 years for that dwelling.
No. of new homes [post
2016]

Total value of AS @
£49/tonne carbon over 30
years per dwelling

Potential value of Allowable
Solutions [@£49/tonne]

Flat

24

£1,122

£27,367

Semi

122

£1,229

£149,928

Terrace

128

£1,229

£157,425

Detached

31

£1,735

£52,905

Total

305

-

£387,625

For Welshpool, Option 2, there are more existing buildings and homes being served by the network than in Option 1 hence there
are more savings in existing buildings to be achieved that could be used for an Allowable Solutions fund. The potential value of
the fund for Welshpool Option 2 could make a significant difference to the viability of the DHN scheme.
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8
8.1

Newtown – Option 1
General overview

This option connects the key potential anchor heat loads, Newtown High School and Leisure Centre, along with two primary
schools, Maesyrhandir C P School and Ysgol Cedewain Newtown. There are no new development sites included with this option.

Key assumptions
It is assumed that the energy centre would be located close to either the high school or leisure centre, and therefore, the model
assumes that 20% of the electricity generation from any gas engine CHP [at full build out] would be used on site, and therefore
receive a higher price and the remainder would exported to the grid. This is figure is based on an estimate of the total annual
electricity demand for the two buildings, based on their floor area.

8.2

CAPEX and Cash flow

Technical assessment
Annual heating & hot water demand

3,595 MWh [at full build out]

Total backbone trench length

805 m

District heating CAPEX

£400,000

Peak load at the energy centre at full build out [thermal]

1.7 MW
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Financial assessment
CHP option financial viability

Biomass option financial viability

CHP system size

0.7MW x 1

System size [thermal output]

0.3MW x 2

Install years

2012

Install years

2012 & 2012

Energy centre capital cost

£0.59 m

Energy centre capital cost

£0.78 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.06 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.04 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.06 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.00 m

Without developer contribution

Without developer contribution

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£0.51 m

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£0.63 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£0.64 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£0.72 m

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£0.41 m

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£0.65 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£0.63 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£0.73 m

30 yr IRR

1.7%

30 yr IRR

No return achieved.

Cash flow analysis

1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Year
Gas CHP

Biomass Heat Only
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8.3

Potential developer contributions

For Newtown, Option 1, there are no new developments hence no avoided costs to be calculated.

8.4

Allowable Solutions

For Newtown, Option 1, there are no new developments hence no Allowable Solutions costs to be calculated.
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9
9.1

Newtown – Option 2
General overview

This option connects key potential anchor heat loads, Newtown High School and Leisure Centre, along with two schools,
Maesyrhandir C P School and Ysgol Cedewain Newtown as in Option1. Option 2 extends this to Powys College and existing
housing en route, which accounts for an additional 258 dwellings, with 70% social housing.
For this option, it is assumed that all the properties are connected within a short timescale and therefore are all included from
year 1, apart from the proportion of existing homes which are owner occupiers and these are connected progressively year by
year.

Key assumptions
It is assumed that the energy centre would be located close to either the high school or leisure centre, and therefore, the model
assumes that 8% of the electricity generation from any gas engine CHP [at full build out] would be used on site, and therefore
receive a higher price and the remainder would exported to the grid. This is figure is based on an estimate of the total annual
electricity demand for the two buildings, based on their floor area.
9.2

CAPEX and Cash flow

Technical assessment
Annual heating & hot water demand

6,759 MWh [at full build out]

Total backbone trench length

1,825 m

District heating CAPEX

£2,230,000

Peak load at the energy centre at full build out [thermal]

3.3 MW
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Financial assessment
CHP option financial viability

Biomass option financial viability

CHP system size

1.3MW x 1

System size [thermal output]

0.7MW x 2

Install years

2012

Install years

2012 & 2012

Energy centre capital cost

£1.37 m

Energy centre capital cost

£1.62 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.33 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.24 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.17m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.05 m

52

Without developer contribution

Without developer contribution

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.24 m

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.93 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.46 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.89 m

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

15 yr IRR

No return achieved.

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£1.87 m

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.91 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.38 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.91 m

30 yr IRR

0.0%

30 yr IRR

No return achieved.

Cash flow analysis

1 2

3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Year

Gas CHP
Biomass Heat Only
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This falls relative to year 1, as in year 1 there is a one off income from the existing social housing which pays a connection charge to
cover costs of connection
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9.3

Potential developer contributions

For Newtown, Option 2, there are no new developments hence no avoided costs to be calculated.
9.4

Allowable Solutions

For Newtown, Option 2, there are no new developments hence no Allowable Solutions costs to be calculated.
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10
10.1

Newtown – Option 3
General overview

This option connects key anchor heat loads, Newtown High School and Leisure centre, along with two schools, Maesyrhandir C
P School and Ysgol Cedewain Newtown, Powys College and existing housing. Option 3 extends this to the proposed candidate
site 591 which has total number of 95 new homes. Site 586 is not included for connection due to the low densities proposed on
the site. The model assumes that site 591 would have a medium term build out rate and would connect to the network in 2016,
and will be required to meet the Zero Carbon Homes policy.
Therefore, overall the model assumes that a total of 95 new homes, 258 existing homes and the five existing non-residential
buildings would be connected.

Key assumptions
It is assumed that the energy centre would be located close to either the high school or leisure centre, and therefore, the model
assumes that 8% of the electricity generation from any gas engine CHP [at full build out] would be used on site, and therefore
receive a higher price and the remainder would exported to the grid. This is figure is based on an estimate of the total annual
electricity demand for the two buildings, based on their floor area
10.2

CAPEX and Cash flow

Technical assessment
Annual heating & hot water demand

7,320 MWh [at full build out]

Total backbone trench length

2,816 m

District heating CAPEX

£2,950,000

Peak load at the energy centre at full build out [thermal]

3.7 MW

Financial assessment
CHP option financial viability

Biomass option financial viability

CHP system size

1.4MW x 1

System size [thermal output]

0.7MW x 2

Install years

2012

Install years

2012 & 2012

Energy centre capital cost

£1.5 m

Energy centre capital cost

£1.77 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.32 m

Year 1 net revenue

£0.24 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.19 m

Year 30 net revenue

£0.05 m

Without developer contribution

Without developer contribution

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.96 m

15 yr NPV @ 6%

-£3.68 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£3.06 m

15 yr NPV @ 12%

-£3.49 m

15 yr IRR

No return achieved

15 yr IRR

No return achieved

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£2.55 m

30 yr NPV @ 6%

-£3.63 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£2.96 m

30 yr NPV @ 12%

-£3.5 m
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30 yr IRR

No return achieved

30 yr IRR

No return achieved

Cash flow analysis

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Year
Gas CHP

10.3

Biomass Heat Only

Potential developer contributions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the avoided costs to the developer for installing DHN, compared with PV, in order to meet
the Carbon Compliance element of the zero carbon homes policy. For Newtown, Option 3, we have assumed the following
breakdown of house types, based on information provided by the Council and assumed build out dates:
Flats:
8
Semi detached:

38

Terraced properties:

40

Detached properties:

10

Total:

95

The following table shows the potential cost saving per dwelling to the developer from connecting to a district heating system
contributions and avoiding the costs of installing PV to meet Carbon Compliance. More PV would be avoided if a biomass option
is chosen rather than a gas CHP option, because biomass has a lower carbon emissions rate than gas and would be able to
save more carbon. The figures below are shown in assumed 2016 costs.

Total potential avoided photovoltaic cost from district heating solution [per dwelling]
Gas engine CHP option
Flat

Biomass option
£1,332

Flat

£1,332
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Semi

£726

Semi

£3,004

Terrace

£1,637

Terrace

£3,444

Detached

£1,134

Detached

£4,033

The following table shows how this relates to the Newtown Option 3 in terms of potential contributions from the developers
connecting to the DHN.
Total potential developer contributions [2016 costs]

53

Gas engine CHP option

Biomass option

Flat

£10,123

Flat

£10,123

Semi

£27,580

Semi

£114,152

Terrace

£65,300

Terrace

£137,416

Detached

£10,775

Detached

£38,314

Total

£113,779

Total

£300,004

For Newtown, Option 3, the new development accounts for only a small portion of the total heat delivered on the network
therefore the relative costs avoided by the developers by connecting the heat network are small in proportion to the whole DHN
option. Even when compared only to the uplift in NPV from Option 3 and Option 2, which is -£720,000 over 15 years, at a
discount rate of 6%, the potential avoided costs are only a small proportion of the total additional costs to connect. This shows
that extending to the proposed candidate site 591 does not increase the financially viability of the DHN.
10.4

Allowable Solutions

This datasheet presents an estimate of the value of Allowable Solutions fund which could potentially be generated by the new
homes, in order to meet the Allowable Solution element of the zero carbon homes policy. This figure is calculated by summing
the total residual carbon emissions to be saved for each dwelling built after 2016, over 30 years for that dwelling.
No. of new homes [post
2016]

Total value of AS @
£49/tonne carbon over 30
years per dwelling

Potential value of Allowable
Solutions [@£49/tonne]

Flat

8

£1,122

£8,524

Semi

38

£1,229

£46,699

Terrace

40

£1,229

£49,034

Detached

10

£1,735

£16,479

Total

95

-

£120,736

For Newtown, Option 3, this Allowable Solution fund could be used to help fund the rest of the network. However, the size of the
fund is only a small proportion of the total costs.

10.5

53

Summary table for financial assessment

These costs are undiscounted. They also make no allowance for how the costs of Photovoltaics systems may fall after 2016, and
therefore may be an overestimate for those development sites to be built out in the longer term.
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The table on following page summarises the financial assessment of each district heating option.

Notes on table
1.

The heat demand shown is the demand at the energy centre, after allowing for network losses

2.

The capital cost for the energy centre includes the energy centre building, and internal plant, including the lead low carbon
plant [gas engine CHP or biomass boiler], supplementary gas boilers to meet peak loads and for back up, and thermal
storage.

Network size

CAPEX [£ million]

IRR

Potential gap funding [£
million]

Net Present Value [£ million]

Option

Llanidloes
[Option 1]
Llanidloes
[Option 2]
Welshpool
[Option 2]
Welshpool
[Option 1]
Newtown
[Option 1]
Newtown
[Option 2]
Newtown
[Option 3]

Annual heat
demand
[MWh]

Peak thermal
demand
Heat network Technology
[MW]

7,298

5.3

£1.30

8,210

5.7

£1.96

8,178

3.8

£0.70

12,861

6.4

£2.74

3,595

1.7

£0.40

6,759

3.3

£2.23

7,320

3.7

£2.95

Energy
Centre

Total

15 year

30 year

15 years @
6%

15 years @
12%

30 years @
6%

30 years @
12%

Developer
contribution

Allowable
Solution
contribution

Gas

£1.70

£3.00

n/a

n/a

-£2.19

-£2.03

-£1.66

-£1.87

£0.55

£0.58

Biomass

£1.97

£3.27

n/a

n/a

-£2.81

-£2.44

-£2.72

-£2.41

£1.45

£0.58

Gas

£1.93

£3.89

n/a

n/a

-£2.80

-£2.59

-£2.19

-£2.41

£0.55

£0.58

Biomass

£2.24

£4.20

n/a

n/a

-£3.49

-£3.05

-£3.38

-£3.02

£1.45

£0.58

Gas

£1.65

£2.35

n/a

4.50%

-£0.94

-£1.29

-£0.37

-£1.15

£0.24

£0.26

Biomass

£1.96

£2.66

n/a

n/a

-£2.36

-£2.23

-£2.56

-£2.32

£0.64

£0.26

Gas

£2.73

£5.47

n/a

1.60%

-£2.99

-£3.13

-£2.06

-£2.89

£0.37

£0.39

Biomass

£3.21

£5.95

n/a

n/a

-£4.93

-£4.54

-£5.12

-£4.64

£0.96

£0.39

Gas

£0.59

£0.98

n/a

1.70%

-£0.51

-£0.64

-£0.41

-£0.63

-

-

Biomass

£0.78

£1.18

n/a

n/a

-£0.63

-£0.72

-£0.65

-£0.73

-

-

Gas

£1.37

£3.59

n/a

0.00%

-£2.24

-£2.46

-£1.87

-£2.38

-

-

Biomass

£1.62

£3.84

n/a

n/a

-£2.93

-£2.89

-£2.91

-£2.91

-

-

Gas

£1.50

£4.45

n/a

n/a

-£2.96

-£3.06

-£2.55

-£2.96

£0.11

£0.12

Biomass

£1.77

£4.74

n/a

n/a

-£3.68

-£3.49

-£3.63

-£3.50

£0.30

£0.12
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11
11.1

Key Findings
Overview

This section provides a summary of the financial analysis of the options and key findings for each of the sites.

11.2

Llanidloes

Llanidloes options 1 and 2 did not achieve an internal rate of return [IRR] for either of the sites or technology options. This is
largely due to the low density of the new developments, and marginal total heat load.
Financial viability for these options could be increased by maximising the revenue from the Renewable Heat Incentive [RHI] and
selecting a total system size of less than 1MW. For the purpose of this modelling, this level of detailed plant sizing has not been
carried out, as for some heat demand profiles, selecting a smaller system can reduce the overall performance of the system and
hence would need to be assessed in more detail.
Combined with the foreseen difficulties with coordinating the new developments build out dates and developers’ strategies, this
site is not recommended for further analysis. However, it should be noted that there is good community support for such
schemes as the Llanidloes Energy Solutions community group has already been investigating the available options.

11.3

Welshpool

Welshpool option 1 achieves an IRR for the gas engine CHP option of 4.5% after 30 years, and breaks even after 20 years. The
gap funding that would be needed to take the scheme to a 6% IRR is in the region of £370,000.
However, the biomass heat-only option does not break even over the 30 year period. This is because the Renewable Heat
Incentive [RHI] tariff for this size of system [greater than 1MWth] is relatively low, and, unlike the gas engine CHP, the scheme
does not have a revenue from electricity sales.
For Welshpool option 2, the financial performance is less favourable, and the gas engine CHP option does not break even until
year 26. This is because of the relatively long run of network required to reach the hospital.
For both Welshpool options, there is a potential for capital contributions from developers of new developments, as connection to
a heating network could help them to meet zero carbon requirements from 2016. This contribution could be in the region of
£240,000 for gas engine CHP, as well as up to a further £260,000 from Allowable Solutions. These potential sources of capital
could help provide gap funding to improve the financial performance of the network.
For Welshpool there is also the added potential for heat to be supplied into a network from the proposed biomass CHP scheme
at Potters Recycling, located just to the east of the railway station.

11.4

Newtown

Newtown option 1 achieves an IRR of 1.7% for the gas engine CHP option after 30 years, and breaks even in year 26. As there
are no new developments there is not the further benefit of potential developer contributions.
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Without a new development, the attractiveness of Newtown option 1 is that the scheme has less reliance on private developers,
and the stakeholders in the DHN could be engaged straightaway. In addition, it is understood from the stakeholder workshop that
the High School is planning to expand to include a Welsh Medium School and this may provide a catalyst for a district heating
connection.
Newtown options 2 and 3 add significantly to the capital cost and do not improve the financial performance. However, it should
be noted that the heat demand for Powys College is based on a floor area estimate, and actual gas consumption should be
sourced to update this calculation.

11.5

Conclusion

Overall, Welshpool option 1 is the most viable site, and could form the basis of a heat network that could link existing and new
development. We recommend this option for further analysis, including discussion with potential ESCO’s, as well as investigating
options for utilising waste heat from the proposed Potters Recycling biomass CHP scheme. Welshpool Option 2, which would
also connect to the existing hospital as well as existing housing, could become more viable in the future if the hospital were to
expand, or additional incentives for district heating were introduced.
Llanidloes has limited potential due to the lack of suitable anchor heat loads, and low density and phasing issues for the new
developments. Therefore, district heating is unlikely to be viable to the north east area of the town, where the candidate new
development sites are located.
Newtown options 1 and 2 may be worth investigating further in the future, if the High School expands to become a Welsh
Medium School, as this would increase the heat and electricity loads and improve viability. It may also help to reduce some of the
capital costs of the network and energy centre as these could be partially integrated into the school expansion. We were also
unable to obtain data on the actual gas demand for Powys College. If this is significantly higher than our estimates, or if the
College has plans to expand, this could also improve viability. If any significant new development sites are proposed in the area
between the High School and the College in the future, then we recommend that the Council should consider the role that those
sites could play in helping to facilitate the development of a heating network.
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Appendix A: Modelling Assumptions
Introduction
This appendix lists the assumptions used in calculating the heat demands, CO2 savings and cash flow analysis. It includes the
following sections:


Technical



Revenue

Technical Assumptions
Carbon emissions factors
Based on Building Regulations Part L 2010 figures as given below:
Fuel

Carbon factor [kgCO2/kWh]

Gas

0.198

Electricity

0.517

Grid displaced electricity

0.529

Estimated Heat demands
The area heat demand [MWh/year] were based on CIBSE TM46 benchmarks adjusted with Degree Days to the Wales [-3 % from
table A1.1]. These were based on building types and building areas.

Pipework costs
Based on previous quotes by PPSL providing Logstor Ror pipework increased in line with inflation
Size [mm]

Rate per meter [£]

Size [mm]

Rate per meter [£]

DN25/90

£ 132.30/m

DN150/250

£ 271.95/m

DN32/110

£ 140.70/m

DN200/315

£ 341.25/m

DN40/110

£ 147.00/m

DN250/400

£ 512.40/m

DN50/125

£ 53.30/m

DN300/450

£ 657.30/m

DN65/140

£ 158.55/m

DN400/520

£ 803.25/m

DN80/160

£ 169.05/m

DN500/710

£ 941.85/m

DN100/200

£ 191.10/m

DN600/800

£1,092.00/m

DN125/225

£ 219.45/m
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Notes


Rates are per single pipe and need to be doubled for flow and return.



Operating Temperatures up to 140ºC.



All inclusive means there is an allowance in the rates for fittings, site joints and termination seals.



Rates exclude for associated civil works.

Civil engineering costs [trenching]
Based on previous quotes by PPSL providing Logstor Ror pipework increased in line with inflation
Size [mm]

Hard Dig £/m

Soft Dig £/m

DN25/90

315

220.5

DN32/110

325.5

231

DN40/110

346.5

241.5

DN50/125

367.5

257.25

DN65/140

378

273

DN80/160

409.5

294

DN100/200

441

315

DN125/225

504

357

DN150/250

619.5

441

DN200/315

682.5

477.75

DN250/400

735

514.5

DN300/450

840

588

DN400/520

897.75

674.1

DN500/710

955.5

677.25

DN600/800

1018.5

729.75

Notes
Civil work all inclusive of:


excavation and reinstatement per meter of trench



exclude special surfaces, close shoring, dewatering & traffic management

Civil engineering costs for energy centres
Energy Centre costs for civils based on 0.4m2/kWe and a Capex of £1000/m2.
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Contingency and design fees
Multiple of 1.265 on the overall network costs. This assumes 15% contingency and 10% to cover professional fees.

Plant assumptions
Size [MWth]

Heat
Efficiency

Electrical
Efficiency

CAPEX per kW

Maintenance
per kWhth

Lifespan
[Years]

Gas CHP

0.5

42%

32%

£864

0.5 pence

15

Gas CHP

0.9

42%

32%

£864

0.5 pence

15

Gas CHP

1.2

40%

35%

£657

0.5 pence

15

Gas CHP

2.2

42%

38%

£657

0.5 pence

15

Gas Boiler

any

90%

n/a

£60

0.0 pence

20

CHP plant operation
Fraction of load met by CHP:

90%

CHP Load Factor:

50%

Heat network operation
Network losses: 6% of total heat demand
Pumping electricity: 1% of total heat demand
Heat standing charge: £100 per household
Network maintenance: 1% of heat network CAPEX
Revenue Assumptions
Cash flow assumptions
No inflation included;
All costs based on 2012 costs;
Full plant replacement included at year 15 for gas fired CHP and biomass boilers.

Renewable Heat Incentive [RHI] Tariff for biomass boilers
Size [MWth]

Price [p/kWh]
Tier 1: 4.9p

Medium commercial biomass

0.2 to 1.0 MWth

Large commercial biomass

> 1.0 MWth

Tier 2: 2.0p
1.0p
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Fuel Costs for energy centre
Fuel

Commercial Price [p/kWh]

Gas

2.00p

Electricity

8.50p

Woodchip

1.29p

CCL [gas]

0.16p

Heat Sales
Heat sale to customers is based on typical boiler efficiencies with a 10% discount to incentivise connecting to the network.
Customer

Heat sale price [p#kWh]

Residential

5.25p

Commercial

3.20p
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Appendix B: Notes from Stakeholder Workshop
List of attendees at stakeholder workshop held at Powys County Council, Llandrindod Wells, dated 14-06-2012. The workshop
was attended by the following stakeholders and project team members:


Chris O’Brien [Planning Policy Officer - South, Powys County Council] 

Peter Morris [LDP Team Leader, Powys County

Council]


Michael Lloyd [Planning Policy Officer - North, Powys County Council]



Heather Delonnette [Sustainability Officer, Powys County Council]



Gareth Richards [Energy Manager, Powys County Council] 



Mark Morant [AECOM]



Stephen Ward [AECOM]

Karen Griffiths [Carbon Trust].
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Appendix C: Detailed methodology for developer contributions and Allowable Solutions
This appendix sets out the methodology used in calculating the potential developer contributions and value of allowable solutions.
The aim of this calculation is to set out an estimate of the additional cost of district heating networks [DHNs] for new
developments, over and above the cost of what would be required from an alternative microgeneration solution to meet future
Building Regulations, and in particular the future requirements for zero carbon new homes by 2016.
This estimate of costs is based on the latest information available from published studies, and these are referenced below, as
appropriate. However, we would stress that these figures can only be treated as a rough guide at this stage, as there are many
uncertainties. The main one of these is that the definition of the requirement for zero carbon homes by 2016 has yet to be fully
defined, and has already been subject to several changes over the last 2-3 years.
The estimate of costs given here is for new dwellings only. In terms of non-domestic buildings it is far harder to come up with
generic indicative costs for DHNs, or to estimate the avoided costs for meeting the requirement for zero carbon non-domestic
buildings. For the former, this is because non-domestic buildings are far more varied in their size and layout on a site and
therefore do not lend themselves to generic modelling in the same way as homes. For the latter, the detail of what zero carbon
will actually mean is far less developed and the level of cost analysis that exists for zero carbon homes does not exist for
nondomestic buildings.
It is possible that developers could see significant avoided costs for new non-domestic buildings from connecting to a DHN,
particularly for mixed use developments, where the cost of the infrastructure could be shared with new housing. However, this
could only be quantified as part of a more detail assessment for individual sites.

The cost to a developer of meeting the on-site carbon compliance element of zero carbon
54

The most recent work on this was published by the Zero Carbon Hub, in February 2011 . This work modelled the costs of
meeting the carbon compliance element using PV and gas boilers for each dwelling. The study also calculated the contribution
that district heating technologies could make to achieving Carbon Compliance, using either gas [engine] CHP or biomass
heating, and the amount of PV that may still be required in each case. Using this information, it is possible to deduce the potential
capital cost savings that could arise from using district heating as a result of needing less, or no PV. A summary of this data is
shown in the table below, for each dwelling type.

54

“Carbon Compliance, setting an appropriate limit for zero carbon new homes, findings and recommendations”, February, 2011
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Table: summary of potential avoided cost of PV from using district heating

Type of
dwelling

Floor area
[m2]

Carbon
compliance
level
[kgCO2 per
m2 per
year]

Cost of
carbon
compliance
with PV
[2016
prices]
excluding
fabric

PV
required if
no district
heating
[m2]

PV required with district
heating [m2]

Cost saving from
district solution [in 2016
prices] per dwelling

Gas CHP

Biomass
heating

Gas CHP

Biomass
heating

Flat

54.5

14

£1,332

4.92

0.0

0

£1,322

£1,332

Semi

76

11

£3,004

11.4

5.8

0

£726

£3,004

Terrace

76

11

£3,444

9.4

3.6

0

£1,637

£3,444

Detached

118

10

£4,033

14

8.7

0

£1,134

£4,033

Notes on table:
•

Where the table says 2016 prices, this means the estimated price of the PV element in 2016, allowing for expected learning
rates, but with no inflation added in.

•

The cost of carbon compliance for PV is the cost of the PV element only, and does not include the cost of the gas boiler.

The cost saving shown for the district heating solution relates only to the avoided cost of needing less PV, it does not allow for
any other cost savings from a district solution
From this table it can be seen that by 2016 [when PV costs are expected to be less than they are now, in real terms], the
potential avoided cost of meeting Carbon Compliance to a developer from connecting to a district heating system could be in the
range of £726-£3,444 per dwelling, depending on the technology and the dwelling type, for higher density developments
consisting of flats, or terraced and end-of-terrace/ semi-detached homes.

The cost of district heating networks
A relatively recent, and robust source of data for this is the report for DECC by Poyry and AECOM on the potential for DHNs in
55
the UK, from 2009 . The data in the Poyry report was based on installing DHNs to supply existing dwellings. This is generally
more expensive than for new dwellings. This is because for the latter, the heat demands are lower, and therefore a smaller heat
main size can be used, and also the trenches for the heat mains can be dug in unmade, or softer ground, rather than having to
excavate and re-instate a section of existing road or pavement.
The table below shows a summary of the estimated costs for a DHN to serve new dwellings, derived from the Poyry report.
Based on data held by AECOM on heat main costs, we have estimated that the DHN infrastructure cost for new build would be
roughly 30% less than that for existing dwellings, and the cost for DNH branches would be 20% less. The figures shown are for
the network only, and exclude any costs for the energy centre, and for the heat exchanger and heat meter for each dwelling. The
cost for the latter two items is roughly equivalent to the installed cost for a gas boiler, and therefore the net cost of these can be
assumed to be zero, assuming the comparison is with a dwelling with its own gas boiler.

55

“The Potential and Costs of District Heating Networks, a report to the Department of Energy and Climate Change, April 2009
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Table: Estimated costs of DHNs for new dwellings
DHN branch cost
[Poyry]

With reduction for
new build
[20%]

Total DHN cost
[excluding energy
centre] for new
build

£498

£752

£602

£1,100

£2,135

£1,495

£1,912

£1,530

£3,024

Semi [Dense]

£2,719

£1,903

£2,598

£2,078

£3,982

Semi [Less Dense]

£2,719

£1,903

£3,198

£2,558

£4,462

Dwelling

DHN
infrastructure
cost [Poyry]

With reduction for
new build
[30%]

Flat

£712

Terrace

Notes on table:
•

All costs shown are in 2009 prices.

•

The DHN branch cost relates to the cost of pipe braches to serve residential streets and spurs off to serve individual
dwellings.

•

The DHN infrastructure cost relates to the heat mains that would run down the main roads to connect the streets together
and to the energy centre, assuming the energy centre was located within or in close proximity to the development.

•

These figures exclude any costs for an energy centre.

•

These costs do not allow for the potential avoided cost for a developer if they do not provide a gas supply to each dwelling.

The table shows that the cost of the DHN network could be in the range of £1,100 to just under £4,000 per dwelling for higher
density developments, consisting of flats, terraced homes and end-of-terrace/ semi-detached homes.
A comparison of these costs with the avoided costs for carbon compliance, and the resulting net cost, is shown summarised in
the table below. This shows that the net cost is actually negative [i.e. a net cost saving] for flats, and for high density housing is
about £500 for biomass heating, and up to about £2,300 for gas CHP. These costs could potentially be reduced further if a] as
56
mentioned above, the developer chooses not to provide a gas supply to each dwelling , and therefore sees a saving in gas
infrastructure and b] if the developer or ESCo is able to share trenches with other infrastructure being installed on site [such as
water, electricity and fibre optic cabling] which could reduce the costs of installation. Table: Net costs for DHNs to met zero
carbon
Cost saving from district solution [in
2016] per dwelling
Gas CHP

Biomass heating

Secondary DHN
costs per
dwelling

Flat

£1,332

£1,332

£1,100

-£232

-£232

Semi

£726

£3,004

£3,024

£2,298

£20

Terrace

£1,637

£3,444

£3,982

£2,345

£538

Detached

£1,134

£4,033

£4,462

£3,328

£429

Type of dwelling
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Net cost for district heating
Gas CHP

Biomass heating

Some ESCOs may require this anyway, if they are investing capital in a scheme, to help provide a long term guarantee of heat supply to
the dwellings to support their efforts to obtain finance
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Capabilities on project:
Building Engineering

The proportion of this net cost, if there is one, that will be passed on to the developer will depend on a range of factors including:


Whether the energy centre already exists to serve other heat loads, or whether a new energy centre needs to be provided
specifically for the new development. The costs shown above are for the DHN only, so if a new energy centre was required,
this would be an additional cost per dwelling.



The overall financial viability of the DHN and the energy centre.



The mix and density of heat loads.



The actual predicted carbon savings for each dwelling.



The level of financial return required by the ESCo.



For gas engine CHP, [or in fact for any form of CHP] the ability of the ESCO to sell the electricity at retail prices to a large
electricity user, rather than at wholesale prices to the grid.

Allowable Solutions
Once a developer has met the Carbon Compliance requirement on-site, the current definition of zero carbon requires that they
deal with the remaining carbon emissions through Allowable Solutions. The most recent Government impact assessment for the
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Zero Carbon Homes policy has estimated that the cost of Allowable Solutions would be £49 per tonne of CO2 per annum,
totalled over 30 years. This figure is in present value terms, and assumes, in effect, that this is the cost that the developer would
pay upfront on completion of each new dwelling. The table below shows the potential value [or cost] of the Allowable Solutions
for different dwelling types.
Table: summary of potential costs for Allowable Solutions for different dwelling types
Cost of Allowable Solutions
per dwelling [discounted]
@£49 per tonne over 30
years

Type of dwelling

Floor area [m2]

Carbon compliance level
[kgCO2 per m2 per year]

Flat

54.5

14

£1,122

Semi

76

11

£1,229

Terrace

76

11

£1,229

Detached

118

10

£1,735

One of the potential Allowable Solutions, at the time of writing, could be to fund the connection of district heating networks to
reduce the carbon emissions of existing buildings. This could potentially assist with the overall viability of a district heating
scheme, and thereby help reduce the cost to a developer of connecting the new homes, as explained above. However, this
solution may require a local authority to have a policy mechanism in place to require payments into a local fund, rather than a
developer paying into a national fund.
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CLG, Zero Carbon Homes, Impact Assessment, May 2011

